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PREFACE (to Volume I)

This report, composed of 6 chapters, provides a partial summary of work

accomplished in four diverse areas associated with optical materials and

optical signal processing.- Much of the work accomplished under this

contract has been reported on elsewhere in the form of Technical Memo-

randa, conference proceedings and journal articles.

Chapter 1 describes experimental techniques used for the evaluation of a

substrate (polycrystalline indium phosphide) which is used in optical

signal processing devices. Results of the experiments are also

reported. - "

Chapter 2 describes attempts to experimentally isolate the origin of the

photorefractive effect in the important photorefrative material,
B112SiO20. Y

Chapter 3 describes an optical technique for unidirectional light,

switching. Other research in this field which has been reported else-

where and partially supported by this contract can be found as follows:

"Ultrafast Picosecond Chronography", J.S. Fujimoto and M.M. Salour,

Proc. of SPIE, Vol. 322 Picosecond Lasers and Applications, 137, (1982)

"Optically Pumped Semiconductor Platelet Lasers", C.1. Roxlo, R.S.

Putnam, M.M. Salour, Proc. of SPIE, Vol. 322, Picosecond Lasers and

Applications, 31, (1982)

"Photon-Counting Statistics of Pulsed Light Sources", R.S. Bonderant,

P. Kumar, J.H. Shapiro, M.M. Salour, Opt. Lett. 7, 529, (1982)

"Picosecond Laser-Spectroscopy Measurement of Hvdroxvl Fluorescence

Lifetime in Flames", U.S. Bergano, P.A. Jaanimogi, M.M. Salour, J.H.

Bechtel, Opt. Lett. e, 443, (IQ83)

<.... ... .....-....



"Optically Pumped Semiconductor Platelet Lasers", C.B. Roxlo, R.S.

Putnam, M.M. Salour, IEEE J. Quantum Electron. QF-13, 101, (1982)

"Poloriton-Induced Compensation of Pulse Broadening in Optical Fibers",

G.W. Fehrenbach, M.M. Salour, Appl. Phys. Lett. 41, 4, (1982)

"Tunable cw Bulk Semiconductor Platelet Laser", C.B. Roxlo, D. Balelaar,

M.M. Salour, Appl. Phys. Lett. 38, 507, (1981)

"Optically Pumped cw Semiconductor Ring Laser", A. Fuehs, D. Bebelaar,

M.M. Salour, Appl. Phys. Lett. 43, 32, (1983)

"Broadly Tunable Mode-Locked HgCdTe Lasers", R.S. Putnam, M.M. Salour,

T.C. Harman, t ol. Phys. Lett. 43, 408, (1983)

"Synchronously Pumped Mode-Locked CLS Platelet Laser", C.B. Roxlo, M.M.

Salour, Appl. Phys. Lett. 38, 738, (1981)

"Picosecond Spectroscopy of Bound Excitors in CuCl using a Synchronously

Operating Streak Camwera", 3.S. Fujlimoto, T.X. Yee, M.M. Salour, Appl.

Phys. Lett. 39, 12, (1981)

"Dewar Design for Optically Pumped Semiconductor Ring Laser", A. Fuchs,

M.M. Salour, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 54, 1143, (1983)

"Dewar Design for Optically Pumped Semiconductor Lasers", C.B. Roxlo,

M.M. Salour, Rev. Sci, Instrum. 53, 458, (1982)

Chapters 4 and 5 describe two applications of optical processing to

numerical problems - polynomial evaluations and polynomial root search-

ing.

Chapters 6 and 7 describe procedures which were used to down load data,

gathered by instruments used in spectroscopy, for processing by a large

central computer.
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Chapter I

PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF POLYCRYSTALLINE INDIUM PHOSPHIDE

FOR USE AS A SUBSTRATE FOR INFRARED DEVICE STRUCTURES

.. Introduction

Air Force interest in indium phosphide (InP) stems from a requirement

for a lattice-matched electro-optic substrate material for 1.1 to l.h um

fiber optic sources and detectors. Indium phosphide is also considered

a promising substrate material for optical signal processing devices

such as mode-locked lasers, integrated lasers/modulators and optoelec-

tronic switches. Single crystals grown for these applications by the

liquid encapsulated Czochralski (LEC) technique require polycrystalline

starting materials of the highest purity. Reduction of residual donor

impurities in the polycrystalline material is essential for the growth

of semi-insulating crystals or P-type materials with low carrier concen-

trations.

In order to determine which parameters or combination of parameters

provided polycrystalline material with the highest purity and lowest

- silicon contamination, ingots of indium phosphide were synthesized using

the direct reaction technique under various temperatures, pressures,

boat-tube materials and in-situ vacuum baking of the elemental indium.

A range of synthesis temperature profiles were investigated to determine

the effect on mobility, carrier concentration, grain size, homogeneity

and stoichiometry. Experiments were conducted using quartz and pyro-

lytic boron nitride boats interchangeably with boron nitride and alum-

inum oxide tubes to determine if silicon was leaching from the quartz

(SiO ) boats and ampoule during the svnthesi process.
2

The experimental program conducted at ESM consisted of four major

experimental procedures; High Pressure Synthesis, Low Pressure - Low

Indium Temperature, Low Pressure - High Indium Temperature, Low Pressure

with Hea- Pipe, and Low Pressure with ]eat Pipe with Vacuum Baking. The

highest purity material was obtained asing a low phosphorus presure

with heot pipe and vncuum baking th elemcntil idium.

3
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Experimental Procedure

A typical loaded quartz ampoule used in the direct reaction synthesis is

shown in Figure 1. The diameter is 41 mm with length of 69 cm. All

quartzware are soaked and washed in deionized water with 2% Deconex for

1 to 2 hours, rinsed with de-ionized water and air dried. The boat and

plug are loaded in an ampoule, placed in a 3-zone furnace, and heated

for one hour at 300'C. The ampoule is then connected to the vacuum

system, heated to 1000°C and baked for 3 hours at 10- 7 Torr. After

cooling, the ampoule is disconnected from the vacuum and loaded at the

closed end with the red phosphorous. A long stemmed funnel is used to

prevent phosphorous from sticking to the sides of the ampoule. The boat

loaded with indium is placed in a specific position in the ampoule, as

determined by the temperature profile. The quartz plug is placed in the

ampoule and sealed under vacuum. The indium is used directly from the

sealed package.

A new method of sealing was developed which utilized a special quartz

plug to fit inside the quartz ampoule. A stainless steel adapter was

fabricated to couple the ampoule and vacuum system. A sketch of the

vacuum system is shown in Figure 2. While under vacuum, the ampoule

wall around the plug is heated until it collapses on the plug and seals.

This completely eliminates any contamination from the flame or surround-

ing ambient. Heating during synthesis is accomplished by two Lindberg

furnaces with triac type power supplies. The temperature control liners

(Figure 3), are used to maintain long flat zones over specific zones in

the furnace system. The isothermal liners purchased from Dynatherm

Corporation are heat pipes filled with either sodium or potassium for

maintaining desired temperatures over Lhe entire pipe length. The heat

pipe for the indium zone of the furnace is charged with sodium and has

an operating range of 500 to 11000 C. The phosphorous zone heat pipe is

charged with potassium and it has a range of 4000 to 1000'C. The heat

pipes are made of Inconel 600 with very good oxidation resistance (see

Table 1).

4
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The whole furnace system is mounted inside a hood on a motor driven

table. The furnaces are moved at a specific rate in relation to the

ampoule which is held stationary. The ampoule is firmly held in place

by a stainless steel tube attached to an eye on the end of the ampoule.

A thermocouple is inserted through the tube for the purpose of monitor-

ing the red phosphorous temperature. Another thermocouple is placed

against the opposite end of the ampoule to monitor the indium tempera-

ture. The indium and phosphorous used in these experiments were 6 N's

purity purchased from Metal Specialties, Inc.

The over-all program to synthesize high-purity indium phosphide is

comprised of four separate approaches: (1) synthesis at a high pressure

of 27.5 atmospheres; 1'2' 3 (2) a low indium temperature, low pressure

system;4 (3) a low pressure high indium temperature system; (4) a low

pressure, standard temperature profile using heat pipes; and in-situ

vacuum baking5.

HIGH PRESSURE SYNTHESIS

A sketch of the temperature profile, ampoule and furnace arrangement for

the high pressure experiments is shown in Figure 4. The indium tempera-

ture ranged from 10700 to 1150%C and the phosphorous temperature was

maintained at 546*C. The solid line in the temperature profile shows

the initial furnace configuration. An additional winding was added to

* - the furnace to decrease the temperature drop at each end, extending the

melt zone (dotted line). Temperature fluctuations were effectively

reduced with an end cap in the indium end and use fluctuations were

effectively reduced with an end cap in the indium end and use of Fiber-

frax in the phosphorous end. The time period for these experiments was

2 to 3 days. Typical values for mobility and carrier concentration at

77K were 25,200 cm 2/V sec and 3.5 X 1015 carriers /cm3 . The possibility

of explosion at these high pressures and our inability to obtain the

material purity desired precluded further experiments in favor of low

pressure synthesis techniques.

5



LOW PRESSURE, LOW INDIUM TEMPERATURE

The temperature profile used during the initial low pressure experi-

ments, together with a loaded ampoule in its approximate starting

position, is shown in Figure 5. The circled numbers on the abscissa

indicate the various controls for the heater windings. The front of the

boat containing the indium is placed at the start of the down slope.

The red phosphorous zone must be at least as long as the boat because of

the traveling profile. Amnpoule pressure is maintained through accurate

control of the phosphorous temperature.

The indium and phosphorous temperatures were varied from 9450 to 1055%C

and 4120 to 520*C, respectively. The traveling rate of the furnace was

12 mm per day. The quart boats were 150 mm long and 25 mm wide. The

standard ampoule charge was 150 g of 6 N's indium and 45 g phosphorous.

The highest purity material synthesized using quartz boats had a carrier

concentration of 3.16 X 1015 carriers/cm3 and a liquid nitrogen mobility

of 38,912 cm 2/V-sec.

LOW PRESSURE, HIGH INDIUM TEMPERATURE

A number of indium phosphide synthesis experiments were conducted using

a temperature profile (Figure 6) with a very narrow high temperature

zone. The over-all temperature of the quartz ampoule and boat were kept

at relatively low temperatures and a sharp temperature spike 12 mm wide

was programmed in an attempt to increase the purity of the indium

phosphide by reducing silicoa contamination. The front of the boat was

placed at the peak of the high temperature zone at the start of the

experiments. The indium zone of the furnace was varied from 1054' to

1080*G. The phosphorous zone ranged from 4300 to 4690C. With this

temperature spike profile, only a small portion of the quartz ampoule

and boat would be exposed to the high temperature at any period of time.

Furnace travel was maintained at 12 mm per day. The highest purity

material synthesized using this temperature profile was obtained using

an indium temperature of 1060%C and a phosphorous temperature of 434*C.

6
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This material had a carrier concentration of 3.13 X 1015 carriers/cm
3

and a liquid nitrogen mobility of 31,631 cm2 /V-sec. However, since the

average carrier concentration and liquid nitrogen mobility for a series

of eight experiments was 6.38 X 1015 carriers/cm3 and only 14,014

cm2/V-sec, respectively, it was decided to discontinue using this

method.

LOW PRESSURE WITH HEAT PIPE

A new synthesis system was designed using 2 Lindberg furnaces and 2 heat

pipes. The temperature profile was programmed as shown in Figure 7.

Energy to the system is provided by two triac type power supplies with

associated Eurotherm controllers and ramp generators. These units,

together with the heat pipes, give 2 long flat heat zones with a desired

sharp temperature slope between the zones.

During the initial start-up period, it is always important to maintain

the indium at a higher temperature than the phosphorous. The indium

furnace is programmed up at l00*C per hour. When a temperature of 700*C

is reached, the phosphorous furnace is turned on and programmed at the

same rate. This rate of increase is continued until the indium tempera-

ture reached 1003*C and the phosphorous maintained at 430C to 465*C.

The furnaces are allowed to equilibrate overnight before furnace travel

is initiated.

Experiments were designed around various quartz ampoule sizes and shapes

and different boat materials. Boats were fabricated of quartz and

pyrolytic boron nitride. In some experiments, the boats were inserted

into boron nitride or alumina tubes to isolate them from the quartz

ampoule. Travel rate of the furnaces for these experiments was 12 mm

per day. The length of time for each experiment was 15 days. A typical

polycrystalline indium phosphide ingot resulting from these experiments

is shown with bottom, side, and top view in Figure 8. The right side is

the first to freeze. The weight of these polycrystalline ingots ranged

from 150 g to 400 g. An etched slice from one of these ingots showing

7
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typical single crystal grains used for the van der Pauw measurements is

shown in Fugure 9. The highest purity material produced using these

procedures was with an indium temperature of 1003*C, phosphorous temper-

ature of 465*C using a quartz boat without a shielding tube. The

resulting material had a carrier concentration of 1.8 X 1015 carriers/

cm3 and a mobility of 48,235 cm2 /V-sec at 77K.

LOW PRESSURE WITH HEAT PIPE AND VACUUM BAKING

Vacuum baking of raw indium was investigated to determine which tempera-

ture would provide materials with the highest purity and lowest residual

carrier concentration. Baking procedures have been reported by Yamamoto

et a16 for the purification of In for InP synthesis and by Holms and

Kamath 7 , and Groves and Plonko8 , for purifying In melts for liquid phase

epitaxy.

Experiments were conducted using Amersil quartz ampoules and boats. The

indium and red phosphorous used was six nines purity and purchased from

Metal Specialities, Inc. (515 Kings Highway, Fairfield, CT 06430, USA).

Red phosphorous packaged in screw top vials rather than in sealed

ampoule was preferred for ease of handling.

A Trans Temp (Trans Temp Company, 155 Sixth Street, Chelsea, MA 02150,

USA) see-through furnace is used for all vacuum baking experiments.

Power is applied to the Trans Temp furnace after a vacuum of 1 X 10 - 4

Torr is obtained. Only that part of the ampoule which contains the boat

loaded with the indium is in the furnace. The end of the ampoule that

contains the red phosphorous extends beyond the furnace heat zone and is

cooled to prevent vaporization of the red phosphorous. The furnace

temperature is raised to the desired baking temperature in one-half

hour. For the first one to two hours of baking, the ampoule is evacu-

ated to 1X 10 Torr using cryogenic sorption pumps. After pumping for

one to two hours, the vac ion pump is opened to the ampoule. Baking

continues for a total of 6 h at which point a vacuum of 5 X 10 - 6 Torr is

8



achieved. After this length of time, the power to the furnace is turned

off and the ampoule is left to cool while still connected to the vac ion

pump. While still under vacuum, the ampoule is sealed (I X 10-7 Torr) L
by heating the ampoule wall around the internal sealing plug until It

collapses on the plug. This completely eliminates any contamination

from the flame or surrounding ambient.

Electrical Measurements

Slices 20 mils thick were cut from the ingot. 77 K van der Pauw mea-

surements of the carrier concentration and mobility, made on 100-150 mil

square samples cut from large single crystal grains in these slices,

were used as an indication of the purity of the synthesized ingots. A

tabulation of the baking conditions used and the electrical properties

of the best sample from each ingot is given in Table 1. Figure 10 is a

plot of 77 K mobility versus distance along the ingot from the first-to-

freeze end and also shows a top view of the ingot. The vertical lines

on the ingot show the position from which the slices (which yielded the

van der Pauw samples) were cut. Each line in Figure 10 corresponds to

one of the baking conditions shown in Table 2.

Conclusions of This Experimental Series

The highest purity polycrystalline indium phosphide material synthesized

in all the experimental techniques resulted from using a standard

temperature profile (Figure 7), utilizing heat pipes, quartz boats and

in-situ vacuum baking of the indium. An indium temperature of 10030C

and a phosphorous temperature of 465*C was used.

Results clearly indicate that in-situ vacuum baking of the Tr. prior to

synthesis, at a temperature of 850*C and above, significantly improves

the electrical properties of the resulting InP. Mass spectrometric

analysis on these samples is inconclusive due to the low concentrations

r. of the impurities involved. The carrier concentration and mohility

9



measurements reported are, however, within the limits of published InP

electrical and compensation ratio data 9 . There is a possibility that

the high mobilities reported here could be "anomolously high" due to

indium inclusions10 . Van der Pauw measurements at high magnetic fields

and photoluminescence measurements are now in progress to check this

possibility.

The use of other boat materials and shielding tubes for elimination of

silicon contamination from the quartz did not provide any measurable

increase in purity as indicated from the van der Pauw measurements.

10
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Chapter 2

CHARACTERIZATION OF DEFECTS IN Bi1 2SiO 2 0

Abstract

Although significant advances have been made in the development and

application of photorefractive devices employing bismuth silicon oxide

(Bi1 2SiO 2 0) the origin of the photorefractive effect In this material

has received very little attention and, consequently, is poorly under-

stood. The goal of this portion of the research program has been to

identify and characterize the origin of the photorefractive effect in

Bi1 2SiO 20. Our preliminary results indicate that oxygen vacancies are

not the primary defects giving rise to the photorefractive effect. We

postulate that either silicon vacancies or impurity-ion ionization or

both is the source of free carrier generation in this material.

Introduction

A material Is said to exhibit the photorefractive effect if its refrac-

tive index changes upon exposure to optical radiation. Photorefractive

materials are essentially electro-optic photoconductors operating at

photon energies below the band gap of the material.

In the model for the photorefractive effect, subband gap light incident

on the material excites electrons from traps (e.g. lattice defects) into

the conduction band. Impurity-ion ionization can also be an important

source of the free electrons, the result is that these electrons migrate

through the crystal, by drift or diffusion, until they are eventully.

retrapped in the low-level intensity areas of the crystal. The space-

charge electric fields set up by this non-equilibrium charge distribu-

tion then modulates the refractive index of the crystal via the electro-

optic effect.

Information is generally stored holographically in i PlioLorci ract iv

material. It is therefore desirable that the characterlstic drift or
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diffusion lengths, piE and (DT) respectively, be larger than or

comparable with the usual holographic fringes. Here, p is the electron

mobility, T is the life time before trapping, D is the electron diffu-

sion coefficient and E the applied electric field.
0

Most researchers using this material for photorefractive experiments

such as wavefront phase conjugation and real-time holography, have

employed coherent write beams in the green and blue regions of the

spectrum. Because the purity of the feed materials used to grow

Bi12 SiO 20 is generally fairly low, it is not clear whether the free

carriers generated by this light have their origin In impurity-ion

ionization, lattice defects, electron detrapping or a combination of

both!

Experimental Approach

To date, only optical characterization of the defects has been carried

out. The experiments include, absorption spectroscopy, cathodolumine-

scence at 300°K and 77*K and photoluminescence at 300*K and 77°K. These

experiments were carried out on as-grown samples, as well as on samples

annealed in oxygen at 700°C. Figure I is an illustration of the appara-

tus used for cathodoluminescence and photolumInescence experiments. The

photoluminescence pump laser wavelength was 4579'A.

Figure 2 shows the absorption spectrum of a sample of Bi1 2Si0 20 at room

temperature. Notice that the absorption band edge is extended in the

region 400 - 650 nm approximately. It is the origin of this weak but

measurable absorption and its role in the photorefractive effect that is

of interest here.

Figure 3 shows a low energy (2 keV) cathodoluminescence spectrum of

Bi12 SiO 20 at 77°K. The strong emmission peak at 640 nm and the sholder

at 580 nm are believed to be due to either lattice defect emmission or

impurity-ion electronic transitions.
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Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the cathodoluminescence ot

Bil 2Si0 20 . Under steady electron beam excitation, the intensity of the

cathodoluminesce generally increases as the temperature is decreased

reaching a maximum at 173°K. The initial increase in luminescence may

be due to the fact that as the temperature is lowered, fewer photons are

available for the transfer of energy to nonradiative processes. The

cathodoluminescence at room temperature was barely measureable with the

equipment available.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the room temperature photoluminescence of

As-grown and 0 2-annealed crystals. The spectra are seen to be identi-

cal. Annealing the crystal in an 02 atmosphere for 5 hours would have

been expected to remove all oxygen vacancies, and so we conclude that

oxygen vacancies are not contributing the photoluminescence. The room

temperature photoluminescence spectra exhibit two peaks centered at 560

and 635 nm respectively. Figure 6 shows that when the samples are

cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature, the luminescence at 560 nm is

partially quenched.

Further analysis of this data is being continued and complementary

optical excitation spectra and high temperature transport measurements

in the dark are being planned.

2
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Chapter 3

LIGHT-INDUCED UNIDIRECTIONAL LIGHT SWITCHING

When atoms are being exposed to an intense monochromatic light source,

they are subject to light shifts 1 '2. Under certain conditions, these

light shifts can be made to depend on the atoms' velocity, and this

dependence can be used to compensate for Doppler broadening. 3 ,4 The

anisotropy that characterizes this new Doppler-compensation technique

has been used to induce an anisotropy of the superfluorescent emission

of an atomic transition.5 In this Letter we report the first experimen-

tal observation of a light-induced light switching in a unidirectionally

amplifying medium.

Figure 1 shows the principle of the experiment. The final state of

a Ic>-Ia> atomic transition is coupled to a doublet lb+>,Ib_> by a laser

tuned between the la>+Ib+> and ia>+Ib > resonances. There is a fre-

quency wLO around which the perturbed energy of la> depends linearly on

WL - 'LO (to third-order terms), where wL is the frequency seen by an

atom in its rest frame. With the laser tuned to w a moving atom will

see a laser frequency detuned from wLO by an amount proportional to its

velocity (Doppler shift). The frequency shift of the c> -la> transition

will therefore be proportional to this velocity. The proportionality

coefficient can be set by choosing the laser intensity so that light

shifts and Doppler shifts of the Ic>Hia> transition cancel for the

emission in the direction of propagation of the laser and add in the

background direction to double the Doppler broadening.

Consider an inverted medium with respect to the Ic>-Ia> transition.

This medium will emit photons, and stimulated emission dominates if theIP
gain is large enough. This type of emission, hereafter referred to as

superfluorescence, is subject to a thresholdlike condition, that is, it

can occur only if g(w)itm>Q, where g(w) is the gain per unit length per

unit bandwidth at a frequency w,k is the length of the medium, and Aw is

the bandwidth of the radiation. The quantity Q on the right-hand side

of the inequality is a dimensionless number generally considered to be
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of the order of 20. Doppler broadening is an important limitation on

the maximum amplitude of g(w). Compensation of the Doppler effect

brings the gain bandwidth from the Doppler width (%l GHz) down to the •

natural width of the emitting transition (%50 MHz), thus leading to an

important increase in the gain amplitude for superfluorescence. Since

g(w) is also proportional to the population inversion on the Ic> ia>

transition, Doppler compensation will lead to a dramatic decrease in the

threshold population inversion beyond which superfluorescence is allowed

to develop. By using the Doppler-compensation method described above,

it is possible to switch the emitting medium into a fast super-fluores-

cent decay state through introduction of a compensating laser pulse.

This fast decay liberates a pulse of light that otherwise would not

appear, so the compensating laser is turned off, the emitting medium

will resume the normal fluorescent state; in other words, superfluores-

cence is switched off. Since one of the main features of the Doppler-

compensation method by velocity dependent light shifts is its high

degree of anisotropy and nonlinearity, it provides a method of light-in-

duced light switching in a unidirectionally amplifying medium. Owing to

the high nonlinearity of the system, one should expect high anisotropy

of switching to be obtained even by only partial compensation for the

Doppler effect.

In our experiment, Ic> is the 3D doublet of sodium, and population •

inversion is achieved on the 3D+3P 3/2 (Ic>+la>) transition by two-photon

pumping from the 3S, ground state at a wavelength of 685 nm. Doppler

compensation on the 3D 3P3 /2 transition can then be achieved by coupling

the 3P3 /2 state to the 4D finestructure doublet (!b+>,h_ >) by use of a

laser of 569-nm wavelength.

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup. It consists of an amplified

Q-switched Nd:YAC laser whose second harmonic pumps two dve-laser

oscillator-amplifier systems. The first dye lasr iq tuned to the 3S-3D

two-photon transition of sodium at 685 nm. Thl- laser, hereafter

referred to as the pump laser, produces 3-nsec pulses at a 10-Hz repeti-

tion rate with an energy of I mJ/pulse after two stages of amplifica-

tion. The pumping laser is tightly focused In a sodium cell, which
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operates at a pressure of a few miliTorr of sodium. To ensure a proper

pumping of the entire Doppler width, a counterpropagating two-photon

pumping scheme is utilized. 6 A second dye laser pumped by the same

Nd:YAG laser is tuned to the 3P3, 2-4D transition at 569 nm. This

compensating laser operates in a single longitudinal cavity mode and is

built following Littman's design.7  Tuning is accomplished by rotation

of a grating (coarse tuning) and translation of an end reflector mounted

on a piezoelectric translator (fine tuning). Both tuning mechanisms are

controlled by a MINC-11 computer. The pulse delivered by the compensa-

ting laser has a duration of 5 nsec. It is amplified in two stages 3nd

spatially filtered to obtain a smooth beam profile with power densities

in the interaction region as high as 20 MW/cm 2 . The pumping and compen-

sating lasers are spatially and temporarily overlapped in the sodium

cell.

Best compensation is obtained when the pump and compensating lasers are

circularly polarized in opposite directions. This is achieved by having

the two dye lasers linearly polarized in the perpendicular direction and

passing them through a Fresnel rhomb, which acts like an achromatic X/4

plate. Part of the compensating beam is mixed in another sodium cell

with the light of a third laser operated at the sodium D2 -line wave-

length. The 330-nm fluorescence emitted during the 4d-4P-3S cascade is

monitored, permitting tuning of the compensating laser to 3P3 /2-4D

resonance. The intensity fluctuations within a single pulse are high

(up to 50%) for the pump laser and rather low (less than 10%) for the

compensating laser. Shot-to-shot pulse energy fluctuations are of the

order of 20% for both lasers. Shot-to-shot frequency fluctuations for

the compensating laser are of the order of 100 MHz, which is small

compared with the 4D fine-structure splitting (1.05 GHz). The super-

fluorescent signals (forward and backward) are filtered by monochroma-

tors and detected with photomultipliers. The signals are then ampli-

fied, fed to analog-to-digital converters, and processed by a computer.

Data are presented in the form of histograms plotting the number of "['

shots giving rise to a given superfluorescence intensity versus the

compensating laser intensity. The pump-laser intensity was set to a

high value in order to observe superfluorescence in hoth directions
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without Doppler compensation. Then the compensating laser was turned

on, and its intensity was adjusted so when it was tuned through the

3P3 /2 4D resonance we were able to observe an increase in the signal

propagating in the forward direction and a decrease In the signal

propagating in the backward direction. Then the compensating-laser

intensity was adjusted so that the best forward-backward asymmetry was

obtained. The pump-laser intensity was then decreased so that in the

absence of Doppler compensation no signal was detected in either direc-

tion. Finally, once the compensation conditions were applied, a signal

in the forward direction was switched on.

Figure 3 shows the experimental results. The recorded histogram with a

low-intensity pump-laser source and the compensating laser turned off is

shown in Fig. 3(a). It represents a statistical average over 300 laser

shots. The distribution peaks at a zero signal, which means that the

pumping rate of the 3D state is too low to allow superfluorescence to

develop; however, owing to pump-laser fluctuations, a few laser shots

gave rise to a detectable signal. Figure 3(b) shows the results with

the compensating laser turned on. The distribution no longer peaks at

zero and extends much farther away toward higher intensities. This

proves that the presence of the compensating laser has allowed the

superfluorescence to develop. If we consider the mean value of the

signal computed from the two histograms of Fig.3, it indicates an

increase of a factor of 4. It has been shown, 5 in the case of an

intense superfluorescent signal, that the largest increase obtainable is

a factor of 2, corresponding to the situation in which all the photons

that were emitted in the backward direction have been forced to emit in

the forward direction. Thus a further increase in our signal mean value

demonstrates the on-off switching characteristic of our technique. In

cases (a) and (b) of Fig.3, no signal could be detected in the backward

direction, and it was verified that whenever a signal could be detected

in the backward direction the application of the compensation condition

always leads to a decrease of this signal.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a new method of light-by-light

switching in a unidirectionally amplifying medium based on the method of
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Doppler compensation by velocity-dependent light shifts. The time

response of such a switch is limited by the fact that the bandwidth of
the compensating pulse has to be small compared with the Doppler width

of the atomic vaper. These widths are generally of the order of giga-

hertz, which means that the response time cannot be shorter than a few

nanosceconds (i.e.,%O - 9 sec.). The rise and fall times of the switch-

ing are determined by the rise and fall times of the superfluorescent

pulse, which, in this experiment, was of the order of 1 nsec (i.e.,%10- 9

sec). Clearly, an exciting feature of this switching technique is its

unidirectionality, which makes it a unique tool for such applications as

optical communications, ring lasers, Doppler-free directed superadiance,

and Doppler-free coherent transients.

We wish to thank C. Cohen-Tannoudji for a stimulating conversation with

critical review of the manuscript and B.C.Johnson, F.Leland, W.Lange and

R.Bondurant for technical assistance and help with data taking. M.M.

Salour is an Alfred P. Sloan Fellow.
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Chapter 4

DIGITAL OPTICAL POLYNOMIAL EVALUATION

Abstract

While analog optical pipelines for polynomial evaluators offer promise

for root searching, function evaluation, and division, they do not have

the accuracy needed for some problems. By ordering the bits properly we

can achieve the needed accuracy through digital operation using the same

hardware.

I. BACKGROUND

In prior papers (1,2) we showed how to make optical pipeline processors

capable of evaluating the function

n n-i l

p(x) = Pnx + Pn-lx +" +P0 (1)

The basic scheme was Horner's rule

p(x) = (''((Pnx + Pn-l)x + Pn- 2 )x + P0. (2)

While many schemes for the basic module are possible (1), they all

perform an operation of the form

O(a,x,b) = ax+b.

Symbolically, we have

b

a - ax+b (4)

x
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A general polynomial evaluator for a nonnegative single variable with

nonnegative coefficients is

Pn-i Pn-2 0

+ +t

Pn+ L1 "'"hi1 LII p(x) (5) =.'

x

Methods to handle real and complex numbers were shown along with ways to

handle other considerations such as multiple variables (1).

II. GOAL OF THIS PAPER

The goal of this paper is to show that the same hardware used for analog

pipeline processing can be u ed for digital processing. We will confine

ourselves to achieving N bit accuracy on variables and coefficients. It

requires little to go from there to floating point operation. Our

emphasis will be on convenient data flow and on optimum use of hardware.

111. SINGLE MODULE OPERATIONS

To allow pipeline no detection should occur in any but the last module.

For N bit accuracy, three data flow schemes suggest themselves:

(1) 2N+l parallel channels (the most parallel and hence the

fastest approach),

(2) N parallel channels with time division, and

(3) A single parallel channel with time division.
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We will discuss all three.

Let us write

o 1 Na a a20 +a2 + +a N2

x x x 0 + x2 + + N (7)

0 N

Note that the product ax contains a term aNxN2 2N so 2N+1 output

coefficients for ax + b must be allowed for. Note, however, that ax+b

becomes the input for the next stage, so "a" must, in general, have 2N+1

coefficients. Of course x and b will have only N coefficients.

Accordingly we must find a means capable of handling inputs and outputs
2N+ 1

up to 2 .We will arbitrarily terminate calculated outputs at that

level and assume that the inputs are appropriately limited to prevent

overflow.

FULLY PARALLEL CASE

We will use 2N+l parallel processors. To show the data flow concretely

we will limit our discussion to N-2. Generalization will be easy. We

will draw charts of channel activity versus time. Channel n (corres-

ponding to power of 2 n) will be the n+l row since Row 1 will be used for

n-0. Time flow is left to right.
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The operation

b1

a1  a K aX+b 1

1

x
0

will simply be written

a 1x 0+ bI

For instance, in the n=l channel we could write

b I

0
+I

aa °  K a0x
1 +O, a1 xo+b

x1
x

x
0

meaning that at time instant 1 we multipv a hv x and add I and tirit,0 ]

instant 2 we multiply a 1 by x and add b1. We will write thi

ax 1 + 0 als + b

The data flow pattern is obvious in the two-di,>ion,I p('t ,

Only at the detector do terms like these get sumnmed.

I
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PARTIALLY PARALLEL CASE

Clearly If we allow a given ax+b multiplier to calculate terms for

multiple powers of 2 we can get by with only N+l multipliers. Figure 2

shows the data flow.

SINGLE CHANNEL CASE

The single channel case is the most difficult and inconvenient. For

pipelining we want to calculate the coefficients do, dl, ... , d4 in

order. The data flow of Figure 3 will be adequate. We go back to an

earlier notation for convenience. From the point of view of memory,

this is quite unsatisfactory. In the two prior cases each xk was

removed from memory only once and then moved through the space-time

pattern systematically (down for 2N+l channels or down with "wraparound"

for N+l channels). The ak's were removed from memory only once and then

applied only once in parallel. For the single channel all of these

conveniences vanish and the data flow looks and is complicated.

CONCLUSIONS

Pipelined N-bit accuracy optical polynomial evaluation is quite

practical at a factor of 2N+l in speed and a factor of 2N or 2N+l

increase in the number of processors. The data flow is simple,

systolic, and non Von Neumann. Going to only one processor, however,

puts us back into a complicated Von Neumann situation as well as slowing

us down by a factor of about 4N2 for large N (12 for the small N=2 case

Illustrated above).
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Chapter 5

APPLICATION OF OPTICAL PIPELINES TO ROOT SEARCHING AND TO DIVISION

Abstract

Optical pipeline polynomial evaluators have been described earlier.

Here we examine in detail two applications: (1) the search for roots of

one or possibly many simultaneous polynominals and (2) optical division.

Introduction

0 In a previous paper we introduced the concept of a pipelined optical

polynomial computer implementing Homner's rule. ()Here we wish to

examine two applications: the search for roots of polynomials or,

equivalently, multiple polynomials and optical division.

POLYNOMIAL ROOTS

The basic concept is to simply search through all values of the indepen-

dent variable. This can be done very quickly. ()The question we

address here is: "Can it be done accurately?"

Accuracy requires careful attention to questions of the scale of optical

coefficients and variables. The coefficients are optical source signal

levels and have some maximum values S mx. The variables are transmis-

sions with a maximum value of unity. With those basic restrictions, we

want to do high accuracy evaluations over a wide range of values of the

variable. As shown in (1), no generality is lost by' restricting our-

selves to a single positive variable x. The polynomial Is
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I

P(x) a K x (1)

K=O

We will treat the scaling of aK's there and x's in sequence.

In scaling the aK's there is one obvious rule: keep the largest laK  in 

any pipeline at S max . Any lower value throws away dynamic range. If

the available dynamic range is inadequate to cover l(aK )Max I/(aK ) min

the obvious approach is to break the problem into two or more problems

which can be handled, e.g.

P(x) = 2X4 - 127X 3 +84X 2 +6X- 5

= (2Q 4 + 6X - 5) + (-127X3 + 84X 2 )

= PI(x) + P2 (x) (2)

PI(x) and P2 (x) are separately calculated and detected. The results are

then added electronically.-. -

The problem of x values is more complex. If we know lxi = b, we canmax..

replace x with

y x/b (3)

This means
n

P(x) akbkyk

k=O

n"

k=O (4)
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In some cases, x may not have a maximum. In those cases we can use Eq.

(4) for 0 < x < b and use a different approach for x > b. Suppose

x 1/y - b/x (5)

Then

P(x) = akb z

k=O

_n k n-kl
z ab z

6k

Sz-n wkz

k=O (6)

The term in brackets has only non-negative exponents of z. Thus in

searching for roots we can scan

n

Pl(X) --

k-0 (7)

over 0 < x < 1 and scan

n

P2 (x) = Wz n- k

k=O (8)

over 0 < z < 1. This covers all x > 0.
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DIVISION

We now apply the mathematician's favorite trick of converting a problem

we cannot solve into a form recognizable as a problem we have already

solved. The problem optics has never solved is division. That is,

given a find 1/a. Consider the function

I

f(x) (l/x) - a (9)

We note that the root of f(x), i.e. the value of x such that f( ) = 0,

has the value

= 1/a (10)

We also note that we can expand f(x) as a polynomial about some refer-

ence value y 0" Dividing x into the two previously noted ranges

(0 < x < 1 and x > 1), we see that y = 0.5 might be a reasonable

choice. Of course we can write

F(x) - g(x) - a (11)

and

g'(yO) g"(YO) t
g(x) = g(yo) + _! (x - y0 ) + 2! (x - y0 )

2 + ... (12)

-1

Since g(x) = x

g'(x) = -x - 2,

g"(x) = 2x - 3 ,

we find, that for y 0 0.5,

0 ((O))n 2n+l 1:.

2 -(13)
n!
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Therefore

f(x) = 2 - a - 4(x - 0.5) + 8(x - 0.5)2 - 16(x -0.5)
3

+ 32(x - 0.5)' - ... (14)

One then must use enough terms to achieve an adequate accuracy answer.

Alternately we can use this to provide a starting estimate x0 and then

use Newton's method. That is

xI  x 0 - (l/x0 - a)(-i/x 0
2)

= (2 -ax 0 )x0  = 2x 0 - ax0
2

x 2  2x I - axl ... (15)

We can even go to more complicated but better-converging iterative

algorithms. ( 2 )  All of these operations fit into the category: things

we already know how to do.

CONCLUSION

Polynomial root searching can be done accurately by optical methods.

One application is the simultaneous solution of multiple polynomials.

Thus to find x's satisfying

7--Pl(X) = P2 (x) , (16)

we seek the roots of

D(x) = P (x) - P2 (x) (17)

To find x's satisfying

P I(x) - P2 (x) = ... P (x) 0

52N
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we seek the roots of

C(x) [ W1 x)2 + [P(X)]2 + +. (x. ['x]2 (8

A second application is a new one to optics: division.
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Chapter 6

DATA-LOGGING USING THE HP-9825A CALCULATOR

Introduction

This chapter describes procedures and software for using the Hewlett-

Packard 9825A Calculator for, what is usually called,"data-logglng".

More specifically, (step 1) various parameters are stored on the Calcu-

lator tape cassette; (step 2) analog data which has been digitized using

ra an HP 3455A Digital Voltmeter (DVM) is recorded on the same cassette.

In the last step (step 3) the Calculator becomes an "intelligent termi-

nal" and transmits the data (and parameters) to a large time-sharing

computer (e.g., the CDC6600 at AFGL) under computer control. The data

thus gathered and transmitted to the Computer is stored as part of a

large data base and is manipulated by a resident data reduction/analy-

sis/display program.

It is of course possible, and perhaps desirable, to do the reduction/

analysis/display using only the Calculator and perhaps an attached

plotter. In this case the "logging" process stops when the data has

been stored on the cassette or perhaps just in Calculator memory. On

the other hand, it may sometimes be desirable to be able to use the

Calculator only as an intelligent terminal. Using "subroutines" from

this report it is possible to use the Calculator for either of these

tasks which are part of the overall "data-logging" task.

HIstorially, the reason for using this technique tor gathering data is

that an extensive collection of spectral data, pathered using a Digilab
FTS14 Fourier Spectrometpr, is currently stored on magnetic tape at the

AFGL Computer Center. Moreover, an extensive Fet of software modules

exists at this center for the purpnses of manipulating this data in

various ways and eventually for plotting the results of manipulation.

(See, for example, "Topics in Optical Materials and Device Research",

PML, Inc., Final Technical Report RADC-TR-78-61, (1978).) While the

FTS14 provides digital d:-ta which can be used directly bv the C(mputer,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



there exist other, older spectrome ters wnlcl provide Only tila],g ditoi.

Using techniques described in this chapttur, it is possible to treat data-

gathered from these older spectrometers in exactly the same manner i.

the FTS14 data. Parenthetically, it should a].s, be noted that simiar

work has been done for a spectrometer which produces data on punched

paper tape.

This chapter is partitioned into 6 SectiinS. In Section I an over.ill

description of the data-logger and its operational environment is

presented. In Section II a description of the data gathering procedure

is given. Section III gives a description of the procedure for trans-

ferring the "logged" data to the central Computer. Section IV lists and

describes the data-logging program in the 9825A, while Section V lists

and describes the corresponding "data receiving" program in the remote

computer (CDC6600). Section VI is a description of the pre-processing

(CDC6600) software which provides the interface for the existing FTS14

software enabling it to accept the data gathered in the previous steps.
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I. Overall Data-Logging System

Figure 1. shows the various pieces of hardware involved in the data-

logging process and their interconnection.

H-P 3455A H-P 98034A H-P 9825A
Spectro- analog HP-lB H-P 98036A
meter - 4 Digital - HP-lB Calculator

output Voltmeter bus Interface Serial I/0

Master data tape
W Modem

NA -A Central telephone or RS-232
Printed results * N Accoustic 4
Plotted reoits- Computer lines Coupler cable

Figure 1 - Data-logging Hardware and Hardware Interconnection

The spectrometer in this diagram could be any instrument which outputs a

slowly varying signal (has negligible spectral energy above 20Hz).

However, in this chapter, the example chosen is a McPherson 213 spectro-

meter the output of which has been processed by a PAR Lock-In amplifier.

This amplifier is designed to drive a galvenometric recorder with a 0-1

ma movement. Using a 1.5K ohm resistor across the output terminals, a

voltage in the O-1.5V range is obtained to be measured by the DVM. (The

input impedance of the DVM is 2 Megohm which is essentially infinite for

such a low source impedance.) A measurement (in this example) consists

of sweeping the spectrometer across a pre-determined spectral region

(e.g., 2300 Angstroms to 2800 Angstroms) -- first with a sample, then

without a sample. The ratio of the two sets of measurements is the

transmitivity of the sample and is the experimental result to be re-

corded. In addition, enough information for computation of the wave-

number associated with each transmission value must be recorded. This

is provided by recording the starting wavelength X in Angstroms (the
S

required wavenumber is 108 /X s), the sample rate (sec-l) and the scan

speed (Angstroms/mln). Header information, including the sample thick-
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ness (see Section IV), must also be provided by the experimenter. At

the end of an experiment, or perhaps at the end of several experiments, I
the recorded data is transmitted to the Central Computer with the

Calculatoi operating in the "terminal mode". This transfer of data is

done under control of a program at the Central Computer after the log-in

and program call sequence. After sending the data, the operator has

several options, such as causing the data to be filed on a master tape

and/or processed using the FTS14 system of software.

II. Data-Logging

The HP 9825A is operated in the data-logging mode using the HP 3455A

digital voltmeter and HP-lB interface. The DVM is connected to the

lock-in amplifier (which has a 1500 ohm precision resistor across its

high/low terminals) with DVM ground connected to amplifier ground via a

heavy ground wire. The following settings should be used on the DVM:

RANGE i

FUNCTION ±V

AUTO CAL on

HIGH RESOLUTION off

TRIGGER HOI D/MANUAL

SAMPLE RATE MAXIMUM

MATH OFF

These switches, with the exception of SAMPLE RATE, will aiso be set

under program control. The above settings are for use durinrg set-up at

the experiment.

After the spectrometer has been properly set up (with s,,ample,), t he

experimenter starts the Calculator which in turn .otmticxl]; ,s and

starts running the data-logger program (assuming the correct t,",,,

cassette has been inserted). Track ( of this tape holds the x,,rin"

subroutines (including the driver program) required while track 1 ,

used for storing the data. The first prompt asks 1, OR T to wili-h tle

operator should reply 1. for data-logging. The next 7rerpt is Fitu"N.,\,i'.
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to which the operator should reply with a 10 character filename. This

filename uniquely identifies the experiment and to-e label of the data

* file created in the "TRANS" stage.

The experimenter next enters the header data after the A[11,91]? prompt

appears in the LED display. The header, which may he up to 80 charac-

ters long, is completed when the CONTINUE key is; pressed. Next the

prompts, START WL, SAMPLE RATE, SCAN SPEED and END WT (see below) Tust

be answered with appropriate values. The Calculator records this data

on the printer tape and cassette, then waits in a loop for the operator

to press RUN. This key should be pressed at exactlv the same time as

the spectrometer is started. if the end wavelength entered by the

operator is greater than the start wavelength, the Calculator il!

automatically stop gathering data when the calculated end wavelength is

reached. Otherwise, the operator must push the STOP key. (The data

gathering process will also stop when the data storage array has become

full.)

At the end of this phase of the experiment, the Calculator again goes

into a wait loop for the RUN key to be pressed again. This should bc

done once the spectrometer has been set up for a transmission measure-

ment without a sample -- no header data, etc. is iroerted at this phase.

Stop is automatic in this phase.

At the end of this phase, the calculator stores the computed relative

transmission on the tape cassette. Program flow is such that the

* Calculator continues; to the Data transmission phase. If data is not

be transmitted it this time, the program should be haltcd by pressing

"reset".

.. . . . . . .



III. Data Transmission

For this phase, the Calculator must be connected to an accoustic coupler

(or modem) using the HP Serial I/O interface (HP-98036A) and the appro-

priate RS-232 cable. (The only lines required are Signal Ground (pin

#7), Transmitted Data (pin #2) and Received Data (pin #3). Usually pins

2 and 3 are reversed in the cable to the modem, i.e., pin 2 at one end

goes to pin 3 at the other end, etc. The Interface configuration

switches should be set according to the factory settings. (Mode Word

Switches are set within the program.) The Bit Rate switch should be set

to 7 (300 baud) and the Interface Select Code set to 10.

The Calculator is then started and the L OR T prompt answered with T.

Another prompt will then appear which asks AUTO?. If the operator reply

is "yes", logging-in and remote program execution is done automatically.

The communications with CDC6600 should then be established and the STORE

key pressed twice. If the Calculator is in the AUTO log-in mode, no

further action Is required from the operator. Otherwise the operator

must log-in using the standard Intercom procedures. In addition,

execution of the data "gathering" procedure must be initiated by attach-

ing the appropriate library, issuing the LIBRARY command followed by the

name of the procedure to be executed. For example (procedure names and

ID's may change, of course), the following is a typical sequence of

commands (in response to COMMAND-)

ATTACH (IIL,HLTLIBX3693818,ID=BARRETT)

LIBRARY (1Il)

DATTRAN.

At the end of the "data-gathering" stage which may take several minutes,

the Calculator will issue another prompt of the forni: STOR ER RVN.
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The operator may key the following responses:

S => store the data on multifile tape

R => run the data through the FTS'4 system

SR => S and R

X (any other key sequence) => quit

If R or RS is the response, additional prompts having to do with the

FTS14 system are issued. When the TRANS mode has completed all opera-

tions, the prompt "COMMAND-" w~ll appear, indicating that the operator

may now LOGOUT. (He may do other terminal type operations.) The RESET

key may now be pressed to end operation of the TRANS mode (it does not

terminate without operator intervention) or the operator may return to

the start of the program by pressing control S.

IV. HP 9825A Data-Logging Software

The software is partitioned into 6 "logical" segments; each segment

occupies a separate file on track 0 of the cassette. In addition, file

1 is used to hold the "wait table"~ which adjusts the DVM triggering

interval according to the desired sampling rate. Each of the subroutine

files is less than 1000 bytes in length; the table file is 5008 bytes

long since the table uses the sampled data storage array which is 5000

bytes long. Two data files are used on track 1. The first data file

holdc header information, while the second file holds the sampled data

(2 bytes/sample). A total of 2500 samples may be stored for any experi-

ment.

The various segments are loaded automatically (chained) ccording to the

flow of the overall program.
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segment 1 (get experimental parameters) - file 0

This segment must always be loaded first. Among other things it

declares the large string array which is used for several purposes by

other segments -- including its major use as the storage place for

the sampled data.

dim A$[50001; dim D$[10]

"" -- > A$ (initialize the string array)

ent "I or t?", A$ (the log or transmit prompt)

if cap(A$[1,1])="T"; ldf 3 (the cap function converts lower

case letters to upper case. If the

T-mode is desired, file 3 (segment

3) is loaded and executed)

enp "filename", A$ (the file name entered by the user

is stored in A$ and printed on the

9825 printer)

enp A$[11,901 (this causes the prompt A$[11,901?

and allows header data to be direct-

ly entered into A$[11] to A$fOO].

The Calculator give, a "beep" when

all but 13 characters h.,ve been

entered. The user can press C(ON-

TINUE at any time to terminate the

header (unfilled locations are

filled with hlank ;).

fit 3 (this sets the str conversion lormat

to (Fortran) E1O.3)
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enp "start wl", A; str(a)->A$[91] (the starting wavelength is

converted to characters using E1O.3

and stored in A$[91]->A$[100])

enp "sample rate", B; str (B)->A$[101]

enp "scan speed", C; str (C)->A$[1II]

enp "end wl", E; str (E)->A$[121]

trk 1; rcf 0, A$ (record the header data -- note that
the entire array must be stored

although only part of it contains

information)

trk 0; ldf 1 (load segment 2)

segment 2 (collect sampled data) - file 1

ldf 2, A$ (load the wait table into A$)

itf (A$[2B-I])->U (the sample rate for the first data

gathering pass, stored in B, is

assumed to be an integer from I to

20 (1 to 20 samples per second).

The table consists of 2 byte inte-

gers representing possible positive

values form 0 to 215. The itf func-

tion converts this byte integer into

the 8 byte floating point form used

in the HP 9825A.)

itf (A$[2B+19])->V (a different table must be used for

the second data gathering pass

because of different computations

which are done)
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C/60B->D (compute the wavelength interval

between samples)

if A>E; lelO->E (if the end wavelength is less than

the starting wavelength, an artifi-

cially large end wavelength is used)
I

0->K; 1->1 (K is set to 0 for key monitoring, I

is used as the sample counter)

A -> G (starting wave number)

dev "dvm", 722 (define the address of the HP-LB

interface (7) and the primary

address of the DVM (22))

wrt "dvm", FIR3T2T3AOHIDO" (initialize the DVM -- see the DVM

manual for the significance of the
I

adjacent pairs of characters in the

sequence)

dsp "press any key to start" (prompt to operator)

on key "key" (sets the key interrupt handling

subroutine to "key" and puts the

keyboard under program monitor)

if not K; gto +0 (wait here until a key is pressed --

K will then become non-zero)

cfgO; cfgl (clear flag 0 and 1; flag 0 is set

in the interrupt handling subroutine

"key" while tlag I is set in the

"test end of sampling" subroutine
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"gd": trg "dvm" (start of sample loop -- the DVM is

triggered to start a voltage mea-

surement)

red "dvm", B; 10000B->B (the data out of the DVM is in

format E13.6; the voltage must be

between 0 and 1.5 volts. This

number is converted to be between

15000 and 0 for use with the ftl

function - see below)

dsp B (display the current sample value)

fti(B)->A$[l+2 1,1+11 (store the number in "split integer"

form. This requires 2 bytes per

value. The number is rounded to the

nearest integer. The first 2 bytes

of A$ are used later to store the

number of samples)

gsb "t" (check for end of sampling condi-

tions - see below)

if not flgl; gto "gd" (flag I is set by "t' at end of

sampling)

fti (int (I/2))->A$[1,2] (store the number of samples)

beep (warn the operator that he will have

to take action to continue the

experiment)

dsp "press any key to start"

I-J; 0->K (J is the counter for the second

phase)
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if not K; gto +0

"ge":trg "dvm" (start of second phase loop)

red "dvm", A; itf(A$[J+2->J,1+l1)->B (read a sample and convert

the corresponding sample from the

first phase to normal form)

B/A -- > B (since A must be = the "original"

sample value obtained in phase 1,

the final value of B is between 0

and 9999)

dsp B (display the %- transmission value

(xlOO))

wait V (wait for the required number of V

milli-seconds before collecting the

next sample value)

if J<I; gto "ge" (collect the same number of samples

in phase 2 as in phase 1)

beep (warn the operator that the experl-

ment is ended)

trk 1; rcf 1, AS; trk 0 (record the data samples in file I

of track I and then set the track to

0 for program file loading)

prt "no. of samples=", itf (A$[1,2]) (record the number ot

samples on the print tape)

on key; ldf 3 (return the keyboard to normal

operation and load segment 3)
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"key": key -- > K (the key interrupt handler subrou-

tine puts the key value in K)

sfg 0 (and sets flag 0)

kret (key interrupt return)

"t": if 1=5000; sfg 1 (the "t" subroutine checks for

various end of sampling conditions

and sets flag I if it finds one)

if flg 0; sfg 1 (the user has stopped the experiment

by pressing a key)

G+D -- > G (compute the wavelength correspon-

ding to the next sample)

if G>E; sfg 1 (if the next wavelength is greater

than the end wavelength, the end of

sampling condition is set)

wait U (wait the required number of milli-

seconds for the next sample)

ret

segment 3 (automatic login and data transfer initiation) - file 3

5 -- > Q (Q holds the file number to jump to

from segment 4 -- the terminal mode

segment)

ent "auto?", A$; if cap(A$[2,2)#"Y"; ldf 4 (if automatic login

is not wanted, the terminal mode is

started)
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wsm 10, 187 (set the Mode Word register of the

Serial 1/0 interface (7 bits/charac-

ter and even parity), etc.)

wtc 10,1 (set register 4 of the interface to

wtc 10,37 the proper value -- input from the

wtc 10,0 modem is handled by an interrupt

subroutine while output from the

keyboard is in non-interrupt mode)

oni 10, "in" (the interrupt handling subroutine

is "in")

eir 10, 132 (enable the interrupt for input)

ent "press I on carrier detect", A (actually any numbered key

can be pressed. The program waits

here until the operator presses 1,

CONTINUE or just CONTINUE)

wtb 10,13; wait 100; wtb 10,13 (carriage return is used t"

prompt the "login" message from the

computer)

"LOGIN" -- > A$ (LOGIN is the word to search for

before the login message is sent by

this segment)

gsb "wt" (the "wt" subroutine causes the

program to wait until the search

word (here LOCIN) is detected)

wtb 10, "logtn,...", 13 (the user should put in his/her own

user id and telephone extension in

place of .... )
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"COMMAND-" -- >A (the next searchword is COMMAND-)

gsb "wt"

wtb 10, "attach (hl,hl1ibx3693818,id=bandes)", 13 (the actual

sequence of "commands" sent to the

remote computer depends on how the

data transfer is to be done. Here

we assume a catalogued procedure

(DATTRAN) in library hllib will

perform the transform)

gsb "wt" (COMMAND- is still the search word)

wtb 10, "library(hl)", 13

gsb "wt"

wtb 10, "dattran", 13

0--> C

if C #19; gto +0 (a control S Is sent by DATTRAN when

it is ready to receive data. This

causes the "send data" segment to be

loaded)

trk 0; ldf 5 (load segment 5 to continue)

wt: len(A$)->A (start of the wait for search-word

subrcutine -- determine the length

of the word)

sfg 2 (set flag 2 -- it is cleared in the,

I/0 input Interrupt subroutine "in'
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"wO": 0->I; 0->L (whenever the input string fails to

match the search-word, go back to

this point. I points to the charac-

ter in the search-word while L is

the number of sequentially matching

characters found in the input

stream)

"wl": num(A$[I+->TIl)->B (convert the next search-word

character for comparison purposes)

if flg2; gto +0 (wait here until the next character

arrives)

sfg 2 (set flag 2 for the next character)

if B #C; gto "w0" (no match so start over)

L+1->L; if L=A; gto "we" (increment the number of the

matches counter and return if thev

equal the number of characters in

the search-word)

gto "wi" (get the next characters to he

compared)

"we": dsp A$[I,A]; wait 250 (display the found search-

word. If it is not found in a

reasonable length of time, something

is wrong)

ret

"in": rdb(10)-->C (start of input interrupt h oider

subroutine -- put the ntl w clhariter

In C)
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if C=5; O->C (when the interrupt register is set,

a value of 5 is returned. This is

changed to 0 since many steps wait

on C=O)

eir 10,132 (the enable interrupt must be reset)

cfg 2 (clear flag 2 to Indicate that a new

character has been read)

iret (interrupt return statement)

segment 4 (terminal mode) - file 4

wsm 10, 187

wtC 10, 1

wtb 10,37 (set the serial 1/0 registers)

wtc 10,0

0->1; ""->A$'0->C (initialize some variables)

oni 10,"inl" (indicate the interrupt routine for

input from tho modem)

eir 10, 132 (enable interrupt)

0

on key "key" (enable keyboard interrupt -- with

interrupt routine "key")

"loop": if C= '; gto -C (this is tho sart of the main loop

where input frm modem is looked

for. C is 0 4s no input is -ivail-

abIe)
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if C-19; gto "ot" ( S is the escape from terminal

mode. It may come from the modem or

keyboard)

gsb "chk" ("chk" is the subroutine used to

display characters on the LED

display of the 9825A)

gto "loop"

"ot": on key (exit point -- disable keyboard

interrupts)

idf Q (load file Q, the next segment to be

executed)

"key": kev->K (start of keyboard int-errupt routine

-- put key value in K)

if K=0; gto "jump" (on initialization of "ke'", uant to

jump out immediately)

wtb 10, asc K (send the ASCII equivalcnt f the

key to the modem)

asc K-C (store in ( tor dillaY)

gsb "chk" (display the new character ,n tt ,.

1ED display)

.N,-te: If the remote computer tchoes the tra:;rc t r

character (sometimes called "JLipLX", r U ,{ , U

statements asc K->C and gsb ".k" should ht dt ti.

Iump": krct (keyboard yr: rapt r e .t-

ment)
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"chk": C->K; C->C (put C in K for display; reset C to

0 for main loop purposes)

if K=13; gto "clear" (clear the display on carriage

return)

if K=24; gto "clear" (clear the display on 'X)

if K#8; gto "disp" (if have H, then reset the display

in the following statement)

220-K; max(I-l,1)->l; gto "disp" (setting K to 220 causes the

character corresponding to K to

blink decrement T, then display)

"clear": ""->A$; 0->l (clear the display array and reset

I)

32->K (the character at A$111 will be

displayed; set it to a space)

"disp": char (K)->A$[l+->l,l] (start of t1he chari.tkr dip:v

section; stork the chlr,ictr ecv- r-

lent of K a- the next ,.- titcr

substring in A$)

dsp AS[max(l,len(A$)-31),max(32,lenA$))I (display t,, tst

32 character lubstrin ,t A'

if K=220; I-1->T (if 'H was pressed, I ie t,' Ye

decremen ted a~a ,inin ordcr to

overwri t e the prevliu charct

ret (return t rom "chk")

0

0



"inl": rdb (10)->C (start of modem input interrupt

routine)

if C=5; O->C (this is done since the interrupt

routine is entered during register

setting)

eir 10, 132 (enable interrupt on exit since it

is disabled on entrance to "inl")

iret

segment 5 (transmit data) - file 5

oni 10,"in" (show address of the modem input

interrupt routine local to this

segment)

eir 10,132 (enable interrupt)

0->C (initialize the character variable.

Note that in this segment a wait for

if C=0; gto +0 tS is done before sending the 2 data

records)

trk 1; ldf 0,A$ (load the first data record)

dsp "sending", A$(1,10] (A$( 1,10] ,houId contain the label

which identifies the data to he

sent)

for J=1 to 130 (the. "header" record cont,,ins [; ,

characters)

wtb ]0,A$[J,,J] (S end them)

-7,
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next J

wtb 10,13 (send end-of-record carriage return)

A$(1,101->P$ (save tile header for possible later

use in segment 6)

Idf 1,A$ (load the next record)

itf (A$[1,2])->A (the first 2 bvtes contain the

number of samples in "split Integer"

form)

dsp "sending",A,"samples" (let the operator know that the data

samples are being transmitted)

fmt f 4.0 (this format is used by wrt -- note

that values range from integer 0 to

9999)

wrt 10,A (transmit the first "record": the

number of samples. Note that the

wrt statement causes an automatic

carriage return/line feed to be sent

after each data list sent)

I->K; O-F (K is the substring pointer; E holds

the sum of all values to be used for

"checksum" purposes)

for 1-1 to A

!tf (AS[K+2-'K,K+l)->B (get the next 2 byte data value and

convert it to "normal" form) ."-

(nartial chocksum)

1
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wrt 10,B (transmit the next "record")

next I

trk 0; ldf 6 (load the next program segment at

end of data transmission)

"in": rdb(l0)->C (the "local" modem input interrupt

routine)

if C=5; O->C

eir 10,132

iret

segment 6 ("wrap-up) - file 6

dim B$[21 (B$ is used to store a I or 2

character user response to a query) . -

oni I0,"in" (for another input interrupt rou-

tine)

eir 10,132

fmt f12.0 (the checksum is sent as an integcr

with 112 format (the largest it can

be is 49995000))

wrt 10,E (send the checksum)
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for J-1 to 3 (this little loop is to read 2 line

feeds and a carriage return sent by

the receive program before the

checksum message)

0->C

if C=0; gto +0 (wait here for the next character --

note that any nulls sent are 0)

next J

0->1 (initialize I for the receive

message loop)

"12": O->C (start of receive message loop)

if C-0; gto +0

if C=13; gto "pr" (if carriage return, break from

loop)

char (C)->A$[I+I->I,I]

gto "12"

"pr": prt A$[l,I] (print and display the message.

Here the subroutine which receives

dsp A$[],I] the transmitted data returns the

number of samples, the checksum

value transmitted and the checksum

value calculated from the data)

"COMMAND-" ->A$ (used in the search-word subroutine

-- see segment 3)
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gsb "wt" (wait until the "COMMAND-" prompt is

received)

ent "store and/or run?",B$ (store the transmitted data or

master tape and/or run the FTS24

program with this data as input?)

if cap(B$[l,1]#"S" and cap (B$[2,2]1#"S"; gto "r"

wtb 10, "catalog(tapel,",D$,",id=barrett)",13 (tape I is the

transmitted data file stored on

disk. Make it a permanent file

before batching the file copy job)

gsb "wt" (wait for the next "COMMAND-"

prompt)

wtb 10, "batch,tape 3,inputhere",13 (tape 3 is a file copy job

produced by DATTRAN -- see Section

V)

gsb "wt"-

"r": if cap(B$[1,l])="R" or cap(B$[2,2])="R"; wtb 10,"ftsl4",13

7-Q; trk 0; ldf 4 (load the terminal mode segment for

normal Intercom interaction with

FTS14 program or for logout.

Segment 7 (Q-7) will be loaded from

that segment if IS is keyed)

This segment also contains the "wt" and "in" subroutines as described

for segment 3.
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segment 7 (next experiment) - file 7

This segment is exactly the same as segment I (file 0) except that

the dim statements have been removed. This segment will be loaded,

and the operator can continue as above with a new experiment (see

segment 1).

V. The CDC-6600 Data Logging Software

The companion software to the HP-9825A software is the simple Fortran
*A

program, DATTRAN listed below. It interfaces with segment 5 and segment

6 of the HP software. The operation of the program is as follows.

(1) Files TAPE4 and TAPE 5 are "connected" to the terminal for serial

input and output. TAPE4 is for the standard 64 character display

code 1/0 while TAPES is used for "ASCII-128 T/0", mainly so that

control characters can be sent.

(2) Variable CS is set to control S (octal 23). Note that when ASCII-

128 is used for output, that the first 12 bit "byte" of the word is

used for "carriage control" which basically means the number of

line feeds before the next byte is sent. Thus only the second byte

of CS has significance here. (All other "ocharacters", including

carriage returns and line feeds are ignored in the corresponding

part of the '-9825A software.)

0
(3) The header record is read into 13 words (130 characters) of BUF.

(4) Another control S is sent to indicate readiness to receive the next

segment of data.

(5) The number cf sample points is read (and decoded) into NUJM using

the 14 format (4 characters per integer).
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(6) The sampled data is read (and "decoded") into IBUF as up Lo 25

"records" of 130 values each.

(7) The data file, TAPE1, is written. (Note that the number of samples

is added to the header record.) This is the "mass storage" file

which is used to feed data to the FTS14 system of programs (see

Section VI).

(8) The checksum value computed by the HP-9825A is read and decoded

using 112 format.

(9) The number of samples, received checksum and computed checksum are

sent as part of a message.

(10) The "remote batch job", BARCY, which may be used to copy the data

file (TAPEL) to the master tape is written.

PROGRAM DATTRAN(TAPEI,TAPE3,TAPE5=/260,TAPE5,OUTPUT)

DIMENSION BUF(13), IBUF, IDATA(2)

DATA (CS=0023 0023 0000 0000 OOOB)

CALL CONNEC(4)

CALL CONNEC(5,1)

WRITE(5,6)CS

READ(4,2) (BUF(K),K-1,13)

WRITE(5,6) CS

READ(4,1) NUM

ENCODE(10,1,NUMC) NUM

ISUM=O

ICOUNT=0

DO 100 1=1,25

DO 100 J=1,130

READ(4,1)IA

ISUM=ISUM+IA

IBUF(J,I)-IA"-"

ICOUNT=ICOUNT+1

IF(ICOUNT .EQ. NUM) GOTO 120
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100 CONTINUE

120 WRITE(l) BUF, NIJMC

DO 150 K=1,1

150 WRITE(l) (IBUF(J,K),J=1,130)

D(4,5) IA

WRITE(4,3) NU M,IA,ISUM

WRITE(3,4) BUF(1)

1 FORMAT(14)

2 FORMAT(13A10)

3 FORMAT(lH+,15" SAMPLES, "112,1X112)

4 FORMAT("BARCY,CN6000,T16",T50,"1244",T58,"BARRETT"/

$"VSN(MFILE-CC3666) "I
$"REQUEST (MFILE ,MF ,E , 'ING)" /

$"ATTACH(TAPEI ,"AlO" ,ID-BARRETT)"/

$"LABEL(F1 ,M=MFILE,W,L="A1O"/

$"COPY(TAPE1 ,F1)")

5 FORMAT(112)

6 FORMAT(AO)

END



VI. The FTS14 Interface

The major components of the FTS14 system are outlined in Appendix A.

The input to this syst-- is one or two files designated TAPE1 and TAPE2.

Two files are used if transmisivity must be calculated by dividing the

values of transmission with a sample by those without a sample. Here we

assume that this division has already been done -- so there is only a

single file input.

As mentioned in the Appendix, there are two "equipment specific" subrou-

tines in the FTSI4 system which must be tailored to match various

characteristics of the equipment being used to gather spectrometer data.

In the example specifically described in this chapter, the main thing to

be done is to compute wavenumber from the given data on sample rate and

scan speed and to transpose the data to put it in sequential order by

increasing wavenumber (as oposed to wavelength). The two subroutines

involved are called by their "generic" names SPTROHD and DSKGDAT. They

are given the equipment specific names of DLGHEAD and DLGGDAT, respec-

tively.

Briefly, DLGHEAD, reads the header record produced by DATTRAN, computes

the wavelength difference between samples, stores this data plus start-

ing wavelength in /DLGHDT/ for use in DLGGDAT, and outputs the textual

header information in /LET/ -- one character per word.

DLGGDAT reads the sampled data records produced by DATTRAN, converts

them to floating point percent transmission, stores them in blank common

and then transposes them to wavenumber order. In addition, the wave-

number associated with each sample value is computed using data from

/DLGGH/. DLGGDAT also returns the number of samples in /KIT/ and an

error flag value in /SPTFLAG/.
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SUBROUTINE DLGHEAD(IU)

C

C REVISION -- MAY 15, 1981

C AUTHOR -- BARRETT,TB

C PURPOSE -- READ AND DECODE THE HEADER RECORD PRODUCED BY DATTRAN.

C

C PARAMETERS -

C IU - TAPE UNIT TO READ

C THIS IS THE "SPTROHD" SUBROUTINE FOR THE "DATA LOGGER" SYSTEM

C I.E. THE HP-9825A CALCULATOR AND PERIPHERALS AND PROGRAM DATTRAN

C WHICH READS THE DATA FROM THE 9825. THE HEADER RECORD IS OF THE

C FORM-

C WORD I - FILF NAME

C WORD 2-9 - TEXT DATA (SHOUE THICKNESS WITH UNITS)

C WORD 10 - STARTING WAVELENGTH (ANGSTROMS)

C WORD 1i - SAMPLE RATE (SAMPLES/SECOND)

C WORD 12 - SCAN SPEED (ANGSTROMS/MINUTE)

C WORD 13 - END WAVELENGTH (ANGSTROMS)

C WORD 14 - TOTAL NO. OF SAMPLES

C

C THE NUMERICAL VALUES IN WORDS 10-14 ARE IN CHARACTER FORM

C WORDS 10-13 CAN BE CONVERTED TO FLOATING POINT USING E1O.O

C WHILE WORD 14 CAN BE CONVERTED USING 110. THE END WAVELENGTH

C MAY BE NONSENSE AND SHOULD NOT BE USED.

COMMON /DIGHD/ NUM,DELW,FSW

COMMON /LET/ MSG(80)

COMMON /DLGHDT/ FILNM,HD(8),SW,SR,SP,EW,NC

DIMENSION D(5)

EQUIVALENCE (SW,D)

READ(IU) DATA

WRITE 1,FILNM,SW,EW,SP,SR,NC

WRITE 2,HD

DECODE(50,3,D) FSW,FSR, FSP,FEW,NUM

DECODE(80,4,IiD) MSG

DF!,W-FSP/(60.*FSR)

RETURN
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1 FORMAT(*O FILE *A1O* START WL*AlO* END WI. *A1O/

$* SCAN SPD*A1O* SAMP. RATE*AIO* NO. SAMPLES*AlO)

2 FORMAT(*O TITLE LINES -- */HO,8AI0)

3 FORMAT(4Ei0.O,10)

4 FORMAT(80AI)

END

SUBROUTINE DLGGDAT

C

C REVISION -- MAY 15, 1981

C AUTHOR -- BARRETT,TB

C PURPOSE -- GET DATTRAN DATA FROM FILE TO XARRAY,YARRAY

C

C THE DSKGDAT SUBROUTINE FOR THE DATA LOGGING SYSTEM

C CONSISTING OF THE HP 9825 CALCULATOR + PERIPHERALS AND

C PROGRAM DATTRAN WHICH READS THE DATA FROM THE 9825

C

C IN THIS VERSION IT IS ASSUMED THAT THERE IS ONLY ONE INPUT

C FILE (DIVISION HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE). THE TRANSMISSION

C DATA IS STORED IN RECORDS OF LENGTH 130 WORDS WHERE EACH

C WORD IS AN INTEGER FROM 0 TO 9999 REPRESENTING TRANSMISSION

C VALUES FROM 0% TO 99.99%. THE DATA IS IN SEQUENTIAL ORDER

C BY WAVELENGTH AND MUST BE INVERTED FOR ORDERING BY

C WAVENUMBER.

C

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

C

COMMON /KIT/ X,KSAV,IT,ITSAV

COMMON /SPTL/ NF,DUM(2)

C THIS COMMON IS NOT USED NOW.

COMMON /DLCHD/ NUM,DEI.W,SW

COMMON /SPTFIAG/ IFLAG

COMMON XARRAY(6000),YARRAY(6000),IDATA. 130)

a IFLAG=21.OK

K=II =O

h4
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100 READ(i) IDATA

IF (EOF(1) .EQ. 0) GOTO 160

IFLAG=3LERR

WRITE 1,11

GOTO 600

160 1I=II+l

DO 110 J=1,130

K=K+I

IF (K .GT. NUN) GOTO 170

XARRAY(K)= I.E8/(SW+(K- )*DELW)

IF ((I .LT. 0) .0. (IDATA(J) .GT. 9999)) GOTO 500

YARRAY(K)=IDATA(J)/100

110 CONTINUE

GOTO 100

170 CALL REVERSE(XARRAY,K)

CALL REVERSE(YARRAY,K)

GOTO 600

500 WRITE 2,II,J,IDATA(J)

IFLAG=3LERR

600 RETURN

I FORMAT(* END OF INPUT PREMATURE AT RECORD*15)

2 FORMAT(* BAD DATA AT RECORD*14*.WORD*I4*,DATA=*I10)

END
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APPENDIX A - The FTS 14 System Outline

An outline of the FTSI4 system follows with a description of each iLcduie

of the system. Particular attention should be paid to the SPTRO H.2 and

DSKGDAT modules since these are the equipment specific modules which

usually have to be written, or at least modified, for each spectroruter.

Note also should be made of subroutine FNUMBR which locates samp]c

thickness data in the header text.
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SPTRODR

main program

I
declares input, output

tape 1, tape 2 (2 data files)

scr 1, scr 2 (2 scratch files

tape 7 - job file

tape 51 - namelist save file

This main program does the following:

(1) initializes some data.

(2) calls SPTROCD to read da a cards.

(3) calls SELLMEI to load dispersion data.

(4) initializes the plctter.

(5) calls SPTROPL if simple plot is required.

(6) calls SPTRSTR for stacked plots.

(7) calls SPTDIFF for difference plots.

(8) ends plotting

* SPTROCD

- reads input da'ta "cards"

* This subroutine does tie fol,,wing:

(]) ass , defa lt d;iL., using, ai DATA , .itcm ,nt

(2) resets e ome s lectt'd ,.at;t.

* , ) s ,ts ystem t tra)s tor t.r,m eous data.
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SPTRODR

main program

- declares input, output

tape 1, tape 2 (2 data files)

scr 1, scr 2 (2 scratch files

tape 7 - job file

tape 51 - namelist save file

This main program does the following:

(1) initializes some data.

(2) calls SPTROCD to read data cards.

(3) calls SELLMEI to load dispersion data.

(4) initializes the plotter.

(5) calls SPTROPL if simple plot is required.

(6) calls SPTRSTR for stacked plots.

(7) calls SPTDIFF for difference plots.

(8) ends plotting

SPTROCD

- reads input data "cards"

This subroutine does the following:

(1) assign default data using a DATA statement.

(2) resets some selected data.

(3) sets system traps for erroneous data.
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(4) sets data values to those of the previous run by

reading TAPE51 if it exists.

(5) gets new data, if any, and rewrites TAPE51.

(6) computes various plot quantities.

(7) writes data values to output and a summary of data to

TAPE7.

SPTRSTK

- does "stacked" plots

This subroutine does the following:

(1) draws and labels the "z-axis".

(2) calls SPTROPL to process data from a spectrometer "run"

(3) plots a legend if required.

(4) calls SPTROCD for the next set of data card(s).

(5) repeats 2,3,4 until there is no more data or the

maximum z-value has been exceeded.

SPTDIFF

-controls plotting of difference plots

This subroutine does the following:

(1) calls SPTROPL to process data for the first experiment (A).
(2) moves the plot axis for the next set of data.

(3) calls SPTROPL to process data for the second experiment (B).

(4) computes the difference in absorption (A-B) in the

wavelength overlap region.

(5) draws axes and plots absorption difference as a function of

wavelength. Also prints the difference using PRiNT6.

S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-
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SPTROPL

- processes (and plots/prints) one set of spectroscopy data

This subroutine does the following:

(1) initializes some data for "decoding" sample thickness

information.

(2) reads a set of data from multi-file tape to disk (if the

files already exist as TAPE2 and TAPE3, a dummy MFTODSK

subroutine can be used). Note that 2 data files are

required for difference plots and for experiments where

transmission must be computed by performing A/B.

(3) reads the header records by calling SPTROHD for data files.

Note that SPTROHD is specific to the type of data being

processed and a SUBST statement must be used to cause the

correct "front end" processor to be loaded. See a specific

processor, FI4HEAD, for the output requirements of the

header processing subroutine.

(4) decodes sample thickness data if required by a call to

FNUMBR.

(5) encodes header into TITLE for later plot display.

(6) stores the header in the temporary file.

(7) repeats (2) through (6) if two data sets are to be

processed.

(8) fills up the wavenumber, transmission arrays (XARRAY(6000),

YARRAY(6000) in unlabeled common) using data specific

subroutine DSKGDAT. Note that XARRAY must contain the

wavenumber in wavenumber ascending order in units of cm
-1

while YARRAY must contain the corresponding percent trans-

mission. Instruments which output data in ascending order

by Angstroms must have the data transposed and the conver-

sion w - 10- 8 /A where X is the wavelength in Angstroms. See

F14GDAT for the DSKGDAT used for the FTS14 spectrometer.
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(9) processes (e.g., smooths) the transmission data, computes

absorption, plots and prints either transmission or absorp-

tion or both. This is done by a call to DATPLOT. See

DATPLOT for details.

(10) draws the plot axes with a call to AXESPLT.

SPTROHD(IU)

This data specific subroutine reads one or more "header" records from

unit IU (either I or 2 for TAPEl,TAPE2) and returns a single header

"message" in common area /LET/. In addition, it may print header

information on a title page which introduces the results printed by the

PRINT6 subroutine. For example, F14HEAD, which is the SPTROHD for the

FTS14 spectrometer, decodes the header produced by the NOVA computer

used by this spectrometer to obtain spectrometer parameters as well as

one or two lines of information about the experiments which were given

by the experimenter.

The "message" returned by SPTROHD is used for labeling plots and for

labeling each page of the PRINT6 document. It should consist of 80

printable (may be blanks) display code characters, 1 character per word,

left justified blank fill. In addition, the sample thickness should

appear in this message in the form "x(y)" where x is a number in fixed

point form (e.g., 1.664) and y is the characters "IN" for inches or "CM"

for centimeters. (See FNUMBR for more explicit details.)

It may be advantageous to use SPTROHD to pass header information to

DSKGDAT, the other data-specific subroutine. For exapmle PELHEAD, the

Perkin-Elmer header subroutine, gets wavelength data from the header

which is used by PELGDAT, the DSKGDAT for the Perkin-Elmer spectrometer.
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FNUMBR(IU,F,INDX,CMATRIX,LM)

The purpose of FNUJMBR is to extract a number with a dimension associated

with it from a line of text and return it as a dimension in "standard"

units. The following arguments are used:

IU - the standard units code -- left justified character

string with up to 10 characters. ("M", for centi-

meters, is the standard used in SPTRODR.)

F- returned by FNUMBR -- the floating point number in

standard units.

INDX - a list of length LM of units abbreviations for which

a conversion is required.

CMATRIX - conversion table matrix. For example, if the stan-

dard unit is found at location IS in INDX and the

text unit is found at location IT, the conversion

performed is:

F = FNUM * CMATRIX(IS,IT)

where FNUM is the number found in the text with its

associated dimension (INDX(IT)).

LM - length of INDX. CMATRIX is LM by LM.

*The text passed to FNUMBR is in common area /LET/ with length 80, one

* . left justified character per computer word. The dimensioned number to

be decoded and perhaps converted to standard units should have the form

XD YD where

1 2

. is a string of (display code) integers with perhaps a single

decimal point (the letter 0 is converted to 0 and letter I

to 1)
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D is the left delimiter for the units code (either "C' or "8"

-- the lower case equivalent of "(" on teletype keyboards).

Y is the units code, (e.g., "IN","CM"). The units code may be

up to 10 characters in length, but should have a matching

code in INDX.

D2  is the right delimiter for the units code. This delimiter

may be any non-alphabetic character.

DSKGDAT

This is the data dependent subroutine which interfaces the "FTSl4

system" with the actual spectrometer data, regardless of its source.

The specific requirements of this subroutine are given below.

The main function of DSKGDAT is to put wavenumber data in a segment of

unlabeled common along with corresponding transmission data in another

segment of unlabeled common. More specifically, the first 6000 words of

unlabeled common may contain the wavenumber in units of cm- and in

ascending order while the next 6000 words may contain the corresponding

transmission in percent. In addition, the actual number of wavenumber

(or transmission) values must he recorded in labeled common area /KIT/.

The FTS 14 system is capable of handling the situation where percent

transmission must be calculated by dividing transmission with sample by

transmission without sample (two separate files) in addition to the more

common situation where percent transmission exists in a single file.
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The following summarizes the input/output characteristics of DSKGDAT:

input

/SPTLBL/NUM,DUM(2)

where integer NUM is the number of input files. If NUM=I, the

transmission data is assumed to exist in a single file (usually

TAPEI). If NUM-2, the transmission data can be computed by

dividing the contents of TAPE1 by that of TAPE2 (usually).

output

//XARRAY(6000),YARRAY(6000)

/KIT/K,K1,K2,K3 (Kl->3 not used)

where floating point XARRAY contains the wavenumber values in
ascending order (units of cm- 1) and floating point YARRAY con-

tains the corresponding percent transmission values. Integer K

contains the total number of wavenumber-transmission pairs. Note

that XARRAY(1) should contain the first wavenumber value and

similarly for YARRAY(1).

/SPTFLAG/IFLAG

IFLAG should be set to 2LOK if data is found on the files as

expected but otherwise set to 3LERR.

DATAPLOT

The main function of this subroutine is to plot (and print) either

transmission data and/or absorption data which is computed from the

transmission data, reflectivity data and sample thickness. The plot

(print) interval as well as scale is under user control. A certain

amount of data manipulation such as smoothing can also be done by

DATPLOT. The following is a summary of DATPLOT and its action under ..
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various values of user supplied data.

(1) The transmission data is converted according to y =

, y+.01(ADDF). Normally ADDF has the default value of 0.

(2) The transmission data is "smoothed" using a triangular

weighting function with a wavenumber width given by SWMN.

The default value of SWMN is zero for no smoothing.

(3) The wavenumber of maximum transmission and the corresponding

maximum transmission (Y) is found.

(4) An average maximum transmission (Y) over a wavenumber

interval given by AVRG about the wavenumber of maximum

transmission is found. The default value of AVRG is 0 for

no averaging.

(5) Transmission values are transformed ("squashed") according

to values assigned to TRANSMX (default-value 92.30709) and

SQUASH (default value 1) as follows:

(a) if TRANSMX>1 and SQUASH x 1, then T->S * T

(b) if TRANSMX>0 and SQUASH=I, then T->T.TRANSMX/Y where Y

- maximum transmission or average maximum transmlsslon.

(c) if TRANSMX=0, then no squashing is done.

(d) if TRANSMX<O, then

T->T " (-Q)
(1+Q). O1.Y

where Q = reflectivity at the wavenumber of maximun'

transmission.
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(6) Reflectivity values for the sample are calculated according

to various algorithms provided TRANSMX > 0. These algor-

ithms are discussed elsewhere (see, for example, RADC-TR-

78-61, Parke Mathematical Laboratories).

(7) Transmission values (or modified transmission values) are

plotted and printed as a function of wavenumber provided the

transmission scale increment, TINC, is greater than 0.

(8) Absorption values are calculated, plotted and printed

provided the user given reflectivitv value, RFFL, is not

equal to zero. (Note that if TRANSMX is less than zero,

absorption will be calculated and plotted using calculated

values of reflectivity.) Absorption plots can be on a

semi-logarithmic scale whi]e transmission plots are always

linear.

AXESPLT

This subroutine finishes all plots by causing the axes to be .awn

including scale information and axis labels. Other plot annotation such

as the printing of plot titles is also done through AXESPI.T.

MFTODSK(ILABEL,TUNIT,IGOOD)

This subroutine reads a multi-file tape (i.e., a tape which requires the

MF parameter on the REQUFST command) of spectrometer data and stores the

required file on disk. The file is, of course, sequential and must have

the following characteristics:

maximum record length = 5020 characters

record type = W

Q5
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The MFTODSK arguments are used as follows:

ILABEL - label of the file to be copied (up to 10 characters,

left justified, blank fill).

IUNIT - unit number of the disk file for copy.

IGOOD - if the required file is found, the value of IGOOD

returned by MFTODSK is 5LFOUND. Otherwise it is 3LERF.
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Chapter 7

"DIRECT" DATA-LOGGINE USING THE 9825A CALCULATOR

Introduction

In the last chapter, procedures and software for using the HP-9825A

Calculator for data logging were described. In this chapter similar

procedures and software are described for a system which sends binary

data directly to the remote computer. In the last chapter the "front

end" of the system was a spectrometer attached to a digital voltmeter

with a GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus). In this chapter the system

described uses a front end consisting of a Hamamatsu C-100 camera with

a camera control unit which has a M999-04 GPIB. Thus Fig. I in the last

chapter remains the same except that Spectrometer <- C-1000 camera,

Digital Voltmeter <-> Camera Control Unit.

This chapter is organized much like the last one. Tn section I, an

overall description of the system and its operational environment are

presented. In Section II, the data gathering and transmission proce-

dures are described. Section III lists and annotates the HP-9325A

software; section IV describes the corresponding CDC6600 software.

Section V is a supplement to both the last chapter and this-chapter,

describing the use of special keys on the calculator while it is used as

a terminal. Appendix A is a PL/I listing for a program to test the

communications protocol between a micro-computer and the CDC6600.
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I. THE SYSTEMI

ri Figure 1 of the last chapter remains the same except the Spectrometer/

Digital Voltmeter front end is replaced by the Hamamatsu Camera/Camera

Controller (with M999-004, GPIB Interface Unit).

The front end (referred to below as the camera) is capable of gathering

an image or part of an image as a set of 1 or more "scan" lines wherein

each line is sampled at 256,512 or 1024 points depending on the value of

a camera parameter called "interlace" (TNT for short). The x-position

of each scan line is determined by the value of another camera para-

meter, the x-coordinate (XCO for short). A video frame (partial or

complete) may be gathered by sending a starting x-coordinate to the

camera and to then command the camera to send the first scan line (using

6 the "video input" execute command, called VI). Subsequent scan lines

are obtained by sending the "video input increment" (VII) command.

(Note that the incrementing is done before the line is obtained.) A

complete frame (starting at x-coordinate 0 and ending at x-coordinate

1023) consists of 256,512 or 1024 scan lines cooresponding to INT values

of 1, 2 and 4 respectively.

The data returned by the camera can be formatted to be either ASCII or

binary. In ASCII, 3 bytes are sent to represent a number between 000

and 255 along with a space to separate adjacent numbers. In the system

described here, only binary data is gathered wherein each byte repre-

sents a pixel Intensity value of 0 to 255.

The 9825A software, described in Section IT, includes provisions for

allowing the user to set the interlace and starting x-coordinates.

There are also provisions for either automatic or manual "login" to thle

remote computer (here assumed to be a CDC6600). Automatic login in-

cludes start-up procedures for the remote sof twaire which accepts and

stores the transmitted data. Under manual login, the user must login

(using the 9825A in "terminal" mode) and, in addition, hie must attach

and start the remote software.
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A video frame is transmitted as a stream of 8 bit codes in 256 byte

blocks (in CDC Inntercom parlance, ASCII-256 mode is used). At the end

of each block a checksum is transmitted. If the checksum value computed

by the CDC program does not agree with that sent, the block of data is

retransmitted. At a transmission rate of 1200 baud (120 bytes/second),

it takes a minimum of 7 minutes to transmit a 256 x 256 frame, about

hour to transmit a 512 x 512 frame and 2 hours to transmit a 1024 x 1024

frame. The actual transmission time is about twice these values because

of time required to gather the data, and "turn around" time for checksum

protocol.

The data is stored on disc at the CDC6600, 5 bytes per CDC 60-bit word.

A full 1024 x 1024 frame requires around 2400 physical record units

(pru's) of disc storage space. The first record of this data file

contains only the number of scan lines and the number of pixels per

line. All other records contain a block of 256 pixels stored 5 pixels

per word. Thus each such record is 52 words long with the last word

zero filled.

A catalogued procedure called BINRECP is invoked by the user, or by the

automatic login procedure, to receive data from the 9825A. This proce-

dure computes the checksum, and if the checksum "checks", stores the

data.

Note that in ASCII-256 mode all bytes are interpretted as data except

for the byte(s) which represent carriage return (CR). The 2 carriage

returns are (decimal) 13 and 141. Whenever one of these bytes is

received, it is interpretted as an end of record and all data received

up to that point (starting from the previous CR) is returned from the

peripheral processor to the main processor (and hence the program). To

circumvent this protocol, all pixels which have a value of 13 are

changed to 12 and all with a value of 141 to 142.
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II. DATA GATHER AND TRANSMISSION

Equipment set-up

The 9825A must be equipped with a 98034A HP-lB Interface, typically with

the factory settings (see "HP-lB Interface Installation and Service

Manual"). In particular the external select code switch should be set

to 7. The other interface required is the 98036A Serial 1/0 interface

with the select code switch set to 10. In addition, the bit rate

switch, adjustable externally, should be set to 5 for 1200 bits per

second and to 7 if 300 bits per second are used. The mode word which

controls character length etc. is set by the program and need not be set

internally. The line going to pin 3 of the 98036A should be connected

to pin 2 of the modem and the line going to pin 2 of the 98036A to pin 3

of the modem. Depending on what modem is used, it may also be necessary

to set the data set ready input to the modem.

The 98034A is connected to the Camera Interface and the interface

controls set for automatic operation.

If the 9825A requires external ROM's the following ROM's must be in:

STRINGS, SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING, GENERAL 1/0. The MATRIX ROlM must be

removed.

The Camera Control address switch should be set to 2.

Operation

The "Data Logger" tape cartridge should be inserted in the 9825A. This

tape cartridge is also the one used for data logging as described in the

last chapter. If the 9825A is started with the tape in place, it will

start the Data Logging program which must then be aborted (use RESET).

The correct segment to load is file 8 (use LDF8 or LOAD-key) followed by

8. After loading file 8, press RUN.
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The first prompt is "filename", to which the user should reply with an

up to 10 character name of the file under which the data will be stored

on the CDC6600. (Note that continue must be pressed after the filename

has been entered.) The second prompt is "interlace-i, 2 or 4" to which

the user should respond with the desired interlace number. The third

prompt is "starting XCO" to which the user should respond with the

desired starting x-coordinate in the range 0-1023. If XCO=O, a full

video frame will be gathered; for INT=I,2,4 this corresponds to 256,

512, 1024 scan lines respectively. The number of scan lines, m,

gathered is related to the values of XCO and INT by:

(1) mh[(1024-XCO)*INT/4].

This value is displayed for a second or so.

The next prompt is "auto?". If the user replies with "yes" or "y", the

auto login section of the program is started; if "no" or "n", file 10,

the "terminal" segement, is loaded and started. In either case, the

user should then establish communications with the CDC6600. In auto-

login mode, the prompt "press 1 on carrier detect" is displayed. In

terminal mode there is no prompt. In the first case press 1 then

CONTINUE; in the second press STORE (this is equivalent to CR, see

Section V).

In auto mode, the user need do nothing further until all of the data has

been transmitted to the CDC6600 as indicated by the message "end of

program" on the 9825A display. In terminal mode the following Intercom

commands must be entered -

LOGIN ............... (user name, password and telephone #)

ATTACH (WM,WMLIBX3693818,TD-BARRETT)

LIBRARY (WM)

ETL (1000)

BINRECP,FILE-filename,N-n,M-m.
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where filename is the name of the file under which the data

is to be stored.

n is the number of pixels/scan line

m is the number of scan lines

".1i

Each command should be followed by STORE (for CR) and n and m should
"agree" with the data previously entered for the responses to "inter-

lace" and "starting-xco".

During the data gathering and transmission phase, the following informa-

tion is displayed on the 9825A-

"get" K,N$ "pixels" (K=scan line sequence no., the no. of

pixels/scan line)

"send" K, "blk", J, "chk", P (K=scan line sequence no.,

J- block no. (1,2,3, or 4,

P- 0 if this is first time the block is

transmitted. It is incremented by 1 for each

succeeding blk.)

After the frame has been transmitted, the message "end of program" is

displayed. Following this, file 10 (terminal program) is loaded and the

terminal mode is entered. The user can then issue further Intercom

commands including LOGOUT if no more data is to be gathered and trins-

mitted.

If another frame of data is to be gathered and transmitted, the above

procedure can be restarted by pressing RESET and LOAD 8 (or LDF8). The

auto mode should not be used for other than the first time through the

program (as long as the user remains logged-in to the CDC). in terminal

mode it is only necessary to issue the Intercom command -

RETURN(DEST)

BINRECP,FILE-filename,N-n,M-m
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III. HP 9825A SOFTWARE

The HP 9825A software for data transmission consists of 3 segments

(files 8,9 and 10). File 10 is the terminal mode segment described in

detail in the last chapter.

Segment 1 (camera formatting) file 8

dim A$[500],D$[I0],F$[I,1$[2].X$[5],M$[51,N$t5],A[II0]

(all arrays are dimensioned here)

dim H$[1000];buf "buff", 1000,1

(buffered i/o must be used for

receiving data from the remote

computer at 1200 baud)

wsm 10,175 (set 98036A mode for 8 bit word, no

parity)

wac 10,37 (set 98036A control word-enable

transmit and receive)

eir 10,132 (set 98036A for interrupt on received

data)

tfr 10, "buff" (enable 98036A for buffered input)

ent "filename", F$ (the file name prompt)

fxd 0 (format for str function)

ent"interlace-l,2or4",T;str(T)->I$ (convert to string for transmission

to 3.mera Controller)

wti 0,7 (set select code to 7 for some of the

following instructions)

wtb 70204,1$[2,2] (send the INT message -

7 - camera control primary address

2 = camera control secondary address

which specifies INT. Note that 4

is translated to decimal 100 by

the 9825A

The string I$ consists of "n" where n

1, 2 or 5 in ASCII.)

if iof 7-0;jmpO (wait for completion of the above
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instruction by observing the i/o flag

for select code 7)

wti 7,144 (set register 7 (for select code 7 as

specified by the above wto 0,7) for

the uni-line message, END. This will

cause the next character transmitted

to include EOI.)

wtb 731,13 (send carriage return (decimal 13)

and the END message (end or identify

line, EOI, active). Note that 731

refers to select code 7, primary

address 31 and is used by the 9825A

to output the following data with no

preceeding listen address.)

ent "starting xco",X;str(X)->X$ (get starting coordinate and convert

to string for transmission to camera)

wtb 70203,X$[2,len(X$)->L]

if iof7=0;jmp 0 (wait for completion of the above

instruction)

wti 731,144

wtb 731,13

wtb 70202, "2" (send the INPUT FORMAT camera control

message, secondary address 2. The

ASCII data "2" is sent, indicating

binary data is to be sent by the

camera controller.)

if iof7=0;jmpO

wti 7,144

wtb 731,13

T256->N (the interlace no. is multiplied by

256 to give the no. of pixels/line)

str(N)->N$ (N is converted to ASlII for later

messages)

int((IO24-X)T/4->M (compute the no. of scan lines)

str(M)->M$ (convert to ASCII for message)
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dsp "M-",M; wait 1000 (display the value of M for "manual"

log-in)

9->Q (file 9 is loaded in reception of ^S

within "terminal")

ent"auto?",A$;if cap(A$[l,l])#"Y";ldf 10

(file 10 is "terminal")

O->S;O->J

"LOGIN"->A$ (LOGIN is the first "key" word

returned by the 6600)

ent "press 1 on carrier detect", A

wait 5000;wtb 10,13

gsb "wt" (wait for LOGIN prompt from 6600)

wtb 10, "LOGIN,TFD,ES0647,8615551,SUP",13

(login)

"COMMA:4D-">A$ (COMMAND-is the next "key" word)

gsb "wt" (wait for it)

wtb I0,"ATTACII(WM,WMLIBX3693818,ID-BARRETT)",13

dsp "ATTACH"

gsb "wt" (wait for next command-prompt)

wtb 10,"I.lBRARY (WM)" 13

dsp " IBRARY"

gsb "wt" (wait for next command-prompt)

wtb 10, "FTL (1000)",13

dsp "ETL"

gsb "wt" (the time limit must be extended)

wtb IO,"BINRECP,FIIF=",F$[l,len(F$)->L] ,",N=",N$[2,len(N$)->I]

wtb lO,",M=",M$[2,len(M$)->L],I3 (start procedure with parameters

previously entered)

dsp "BINRECP" (wait for -S)

* . g s b c x"

if C#19;gto-I

trk O;Idf 9

"wt":len(A$)->A (subroutine "wt" finds key words)
~" - "1wO":" ->L;O->I

• "~1wl":num(A$ [ +l- I,1j )->B

gsb "cx"
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if B#C;gto "WO"

L+1->L; if L-A;gto "we

gto loi"l

"twe":dsp A$[l,A];wait 1000

ret

"cx":J+l->J;if J>S;gto "cy"

num(H$i,jD1)-C

if C>127;C-128->C

ret

It 0 -J

bred("buff")-H$

len(H$)->S;if S=0;gto "cy" (wait here until one or more

characters are In the input buffer)

g to "cx"

segment 2 ("terminal") file 10

0->I;(initialize the "display" variables)

on key "key" (enable keyboard interrupt)

bred("buff")->H$ (transfer contents of input buffer to

work array)

len(H$)->S;if S-0;gto lp"

for J=1 to S

num(HSJ,Jl)->K (convert from string to ASCII)

if K>127;K-128->K (in case bit 7 is a 1)

if K-19;gto "Otis (leave "terminal" on ^S)

gsb "chk" (display characters)

next J

gto "llp"1 (empty buffer again)

"ot":on key (disable keyboard interrupts)

ldf Q

"key":key-K;asc K-K (get character from keyboard)

if K-0;gto "ip"

if K-l9;gto "ot" (can also exit "terminal" with -S

from keyboard)
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wtb 10,K (send to remote computer)

gsb "ck-hk"

"Jp": kret

If ior(K=13,K-24);gto "cl" (clear display if CR or ^X)

"chk": if K#8;gto"dp" (if have ^H then reset the display)

220->K;max(l-l,1)->I;gto "dp" (setting K to 220 causes the charac-

ter corresponding to K to blink)

"cl": ""->A$;O->I (clear the display)

32->K (set "cleared" string to space)

"dp":char(K)- A$f +l->I,l]

dsp A$lmax(l,len(A$)-31),max(32,len(A$))]
(display the "latest" 32 character

substring of A$)

if K=220;I-l->l (if ^H was pressed, I has to be

decremented again in order to over-

write the previous character)

ret

segment 3 (data transmission) file 9

0->rl (zero checksum - error counter)

fmt f12.0 (checksum data is sent with this

format)

on key "ky" (enable keyboard interrupt)

for K-l to M (start of main scan loop)

dsp "get" ,K," ," ,N$ ,"pixels"

if K=I;wtb 70208 (gather the first scanline using VI)

if K#1;wtb 70209 (gather subsequent lines using VII)

if bit(7,rds(7))=O;Jmp 0 (look at bit 7 of register 7 (of

select code 7) for the appearance of

the SRQ message from the camera

controller)

if iofT-O'jmp 0 (may not be necessary)
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wti 7,132 (set register 7 s0 that ATN is

activated for the following messages)

wtb73l,95 (send LINT (untalk) message)

wtb73l,24 (send SPE (serial poll enable))

if iof7mO;jmpO

wt17,.128 (turn off ATN)

prds(702)->A (read status byte from camera

controller)

wti 7,132

wtb 731,95 (send U1NT again)

wtb 731,25 (send SPD (serial poll disable))

if iof7-O;jmpO

wti 7,128

rdb(702)->V (get first datum by addressing the

camera)

if V=13;12->V (can not send CR)

if V=141;142->V (this is also CR)

V->Al]

for L-2 to N (N is the number of pixels/scan line)

rdb(731)->V (get subsequent data without -

addressing)

if V-13;12->V

if V.141;142->V

V-A[LI

next L

for J-1l to T (transmit the data as TNT blocks of

256)

(J-1) 256->X;O->P

"send": dsp" send", K, Ib lk", J,"1chk" P (start of block send loop)

0->S (set checksum to 0)

bred ("buf f"->A$ (clear the buffer of any left over

characters prior to getting control-S

later on)

for L-I to 256

A[X+L->YI->B
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B+S->S (compute incremental checksum)

wtb 10,B (send the pixel in binary)

next L

wtb 10,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 (send ones to pad the record)

wtb 10,13 (terminate the record with CR)

P+l->P (increment retry counter)

wtb 10,0 (seems to be necessary for timing)

wrt 10,S (send the checksum using above

format)

"fd":bred("buff")->A$ (wait here for a character in the

buffer)

len(A$)->F;if F=O;gto "fd"

for L-1 to F

num(A$[L,L])->C; if C>127;C-128->C

if C=6;wait 10 0;gto "entp" (wait for ACK or NAK; if ACK go to

next J)

(NAK means retransmit)

if C-21; wait 100;wrt 16, K, S;rl + l->rl; gto "send"

next L

gto "fd"

"entp":

next J

next K

wait 1000;wtb 10,13,13 (send a couple of carriage returns to

end the procedure)

dsp "end of program"

on key (load file 8 at the end of the

terminal program see note)

prt "chk error-",rl (go back to "terminal")

wrt 16,"file=",F$[I,len(F$)]

wrt 16,"xco-",X$12,len(X$)]

wrt 16,"M,m-",N$[2,len(N$)],",",M$[2,len(M$)]

stp

"ky":key->r2

wtb 10,13 (send a CR if transmission of data

from the 6600 is stopped)
kret .-
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IV. THE CDC6600 SOFTWARE

This is a description of the catalogued procedure which is called,

either in auto mode, or by the user in manual mode, to receive data from

the HP-9825A.

(1) As noted in the procedure listing (on following pages),

BINRCEP has 4 parameters: N - no. of pixels/scan line; M no. of

scan-lines; FILE = name under which the received data is to be filed;

CHK - True or False, if True (default) then checksums are checked, if

False, they are not. CHK - False is normally used only for program

checkout.

(2) In the program statement, the source file is set to receive a

maximum of 205 packed words (1024/5 204 + rem.). This is necessary

only if the data is not sent in 256-byte blocks. The program may be

modified at a later date to send the data in non-block form.

- file DEST is the disk file in which the received data is stored in

packed form. In block transmission mode, each record after the first

contains 52 words, the first 51 of which contain 5 bytes of data and the

last of which contains 1 byte plus zero fill. The first record contains

N, M (unformatted).

- file SOURCE is the binary input file, i.e. it is "connected" in mode 2

to receive "ASCII-256" data.

- file CONTRL is the "control code" output file. It is connected in

mode 2 (ASCII-256) to output ^S, ACK and NAK.

- file TAPEI is used for diagnostics. It can be examined using the COPY

command to get a dump of what was received. This file may be eliminated

in later versions of this program.

- file INPUT is connected in mode 0 (ASCII-64) to receive the checksum

as a 'normal" formatted record.
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(3) The first output from the "control port" is ^S. This tells

the sending program that the "source port" is ready to receive data. In

the 9825, the ^S causes segment 3 (file 9) to be leaded and executed.

(4) The DO 200 loop Is the main loop lor receiving the M scan

lines.

(5) The DO 100 loop is to receive " 2, or 4 blocks of data for

each scan line.

(6) The 110 READ (SOURCE,3) ... causes binary data read into the

PP (peripheral processor) to be transferred to the main computer memory

in packed format. The CR sent by the 9825A at the end of a data block

causes "completion" of this statement.

(7) The second output from the control port is ACK if the

received checksum (READ (INPUT,4) ICHECK) agrees with thL computed

checksum, and NAK if it does not (unless CHK-False, in which case ACK is

always sent).

Note that ACK's or NAK's are sent as pairs of characters in case one

character gets garbled or lost in transmission.

*"PROC,BINRECP,N=O,M-O,FILE=TEMP,CHK=TRUE.

.* PML (NONE ASSIGNED)

* REVISION -- JUNE 23,1982

.* AUTHOR -- BARRETT,TB

.* PURPOSE -- RECE:VE CAMERA DATA IN BINARY FORM. M SCAN LINES

* OF N PIXELS EACH ARE RECEIVED. A CHECKSUM IS ALSO

RECFIVED AFTER EACH SCAN LINE. IF THERE IS NO CHECK, THE SCAN

* LINE MUST BE RETRANSMITTED.

* FILE IS THF NAME OF THE PERMANENT FILE UNDER WHICH THE DATA IS

STORED. NOTE THAT THE DATA IS IN PACKED FORM-- 5 BYTFS/WORD.

* THE FIPST RECORD ,F FILE CONTAINS N,M IN UNPACKED FORM,

- . * . .



* ALL OTHER RECORDS (EXCEPT POSSIBLY THE LAST) CONTAIN

* 52 WORDS OF 5 BYTES EACH WITH THE LAST WORD IN EACH

S* RECORD CONTAINING "EMPTY" BYTES.

CHK IS USED TO TURN CHECK-SUMMING ON (T) OR OFF (F)

ATTACH(WM,WMLWMLIBX3693818,ID-BARRETT)

. LIBRARY(WM)

BINRECP,N-512,M-512,FILE-FRAMEI.

FTN5(I=STEPL,L-O,DB=PMD)

REQUEST(DEST,*PE)

RFL(75000)

LGO.

CATALOG(DEST,FILE,ID-BARRETT)

.DATA,STEP1

PROGRAM AINREC(INPUT,DEST,SOURCE=/2050,CONTRL,OUTPUT,TAPEI)

DIMENSION RECORD(300)

INTEGER DEST,SOURCE,CONTRL

DATA CS/O/00230023000000000000"/

DATA IACK/O"00060006000000000000"/

DATA INACK/O"00250025000000000000"/

DATA INPUT,DEST,SOURCE/L"INPUT".L"DEST",L"SOURCE"/

DATA CONTRL/L"CONTRL"/

* C INPUT-REMOTE AUXILIARY DATA INPUT FILE (MODE 0)

C DEST- DISK DESTINATION FILE FOR PACKED DATA (5 BYTES/WORD)

C SOURCE-BINARY INPUT DATA PORT (MODE2)

C CNTRL-OUTPUT CONTRL PORT (MODE 1)

C OUTPUT-FTN MESSAGE FILE

CALL CONNEC(SOURCE,2)

CALL CONNEC(INPUT,O)

CALL CONNEC(CONTRL,1)

C SIGNAL READY TO ACCEPT DATA

C GET ARRAY SIZE

112
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NWORD-5 2

C USE NWORD-N/256+1 FOR NON-BLOCK MODE OF TRANSMISSION

WRITE(l,12) N,M

12 FORMAT(lX,I1O)

WRITE(DEST) N,M

C- NO. OF WORDS PACKED IN EACH RECORD OF THE DEST FILE

INT-N/256

C USE INT-1 FOR NON-BLOCK MODE OF TRANSMISSION

WRITE(CONTRL,1) CS

DO 200 II-1,M

DO 100 I-1,INT

110 READ(SOURCE,3) (RECORD(J) ,J-1,NWORD)

WRITE(1,1O) (RECORD(J) ,J=1,NWORD)

10 FORMAT(4(1X,020))

READ(INPUT,4) ICHECK

ICHAR-INACK

IF (ICHECK .EQ. JCHECK9256,NWORD,RECORD,ICHECK)) ICHAR=IACK

C CHANGE 256 TO N FOR NON-BLOCK MODE OF TRANSMISSION

IF (.NOT. .CHK.) ICHAR-IACK

WRITE (CONTRL, 1) ICHAR

WRITE(CONTRL,1) ICHAR

IF (ICHAR .Q. INACK) GOTO 110
WRITE(DEST) (RECORD(J) ,J-1,NWORD)

100 CONTINUE

IF (II .EQ. M) CALL PMDDUMP

200 CONTINUE

1 FORMAT(A1)

2 FORMAT(I4)

3 FORMAT(205A10)

4 FORMAT(112)

END

FUNCTION JCHECK(NN,NWORD,RECORD,ICHECK)

DIMENSION RECORD(300)

NBYTE-O

ISUM-O

DO 100 1-1,NWORD
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DO 200 J-1,5

IBYTE-SHIFT(RECORD(I) ,12*J) .AND. .NOT.MASK(48) .

ISUM-ISUM+IBYTE

NBYTE-NBYTE+1

IF (NBYTE .EQ. NN) GOTO 1000-

200 CONTINUE

100 CONTINUE

1000 JCHECK=ISU4

WRITE(1,l1) ICHECK,ISUN

11 FORMAT(iX,020,1X,020)

RETURN'

END
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V. USE OF HP-9825 KEYS

1. Prompts

All user entered data in reply to 9825A prompts must be followed by

CONT.

2. Intercom

When the terminal program is running, and communications have been

established with the remote computer through Intercom (for example), all

user commands must be followed by STORE. (STORE is equivalent to CR).

The following table is a list of "control keys" which may be useful

while in Intercom. In particular, it may be useful while BINRECP is

running.

HEX ASCII CONTROL 9825 KEY NOTE

01 SCH A STOP
02 STX B REWIND
07 BELL G RESULT
08 SB H INSERT back-space
09 HT I DELETE (line)
OA LF J EXEC line feed
OB VT K RECALL
OC FF L RUN
OD CR M STORE carriage return
OE SO N
OF SI 0 ->

10 DLE P +
11 DCI Q t
12 DC2 R CLEAR
13 DC3 S PRT ALL control-S
14 DC4 T BACK
15 NAK U FWD NAK

16 SY, V INS/RPL
17 ETB W DELETE (char)
18 CAN X STEP cancel line
19 EM Y CONT
lB ESC LIST
iC FS FETCH
1D GS ] ERASE
1E RS RECORD
IF US LOAD
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Note that some control codes are not available at the keyboard. In

particular, control-F (ACK) is not available. All in-coming codes
having a corresponding display are displayed on the 9825A. See the

"Systems Programming" manual, pages 50 - 51, for a complete list of
display characters with their corresponding 8-bit code.

I

S

p-.

S

S
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So

APPENDIX A - PL/I Test Program for Data Transmission

i 0000 binsend;

0006 proc options (main);

L 0006 * revision -- February 4, 1982

0006 author -- Barrett, TB

0006 purpose Test "binary" (ASCI-256) communications with the

0006 CDC6600. The companion CDC receive program is BINREC.*

0006 % replace

0006 cr by 'OD'b4,

0006 ack by' F',

0006 nak by ' U';

0006 dcl

0006 term entry

0006 bpunch entry (bit(B)),

0006 (rec-data,ch) char (1)

0006 (i,j,k,n,num) fixed(15)

0006 Num-array (7) fixed (15) static initial

0006 (0150,1 00,150,200,250,255),

0006 (p,pc) pointer,

0006 checksum fixed(15)

0006 checkhex bit(16) based(pc),

0006 1 hilo based(p),

0006 2 lonum bit(8),

0006 2 hinum bit(8),

0006 (reader,dest) file;

0006 open file(reader) title('$rdr') stream input line size(O);

0022 open file(dest) title('$pun') stream output line slze(O);

003E call term;

0041 rec-data = 'A';

004D put skip edit ('enter starting num') (a);

006F do while (rec-dBta -'AS');

007E get file (reader) edit (rec-data (a(1));

OOA1 end;

00C3 get list (num);

OODB p-addr (num);
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OOE1 pc-addr (checksum);

OOE7 do while (num < 256);

00F3 if num -13 & num -141 then

0110 do;

0110 rec-data - 'A';

011C do while (rec-data - ack);
012B put skip edit ('sending', num) (a,f,(4));

0158 put file (dest) edit ('-@') (a);

0178 do J-1 to 256;

018A call bpunch (lonum);

O1AO end;

O1AO put file (dest) edit ('^@'@^@^@') (a);

01CO call bpunch (cr);

01C6 checksum - num *256;

01D2 put file (dest) edit ('^@',checkhex) (a,b4(4));

0201 call bpunch (cr);

0207 rec-data-fetch-acko;

0215 end;

0215 end;

0215 num=num+l;

021F end;

021F put skip edit ('end of transmission') (a);

0241 call term;

0244 fetch-ack;

0244 proc returns (char(l));

0244 rec-data-'A';

0253 do until ( ((rec-data-ack)l(rec-data-nak)));

0277 get file (reader) edit (rec-data) (a(l));

029A end;

029A return (rec-data);

02A5 end fetch-ack;

02A5 end binsend;

CODE SIZE - 02A8

DATA AREA - OQAF

FREE SYMS - 4089

END COMPILATION
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